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Abstract

What factors affect the diagnostic image quality in forensic computed tomography
(CT) imaging? In this thesis I briefly present the main steps from CT scanning to
diagnostics.

The thesis is built on four core papers. The first paper focuses on reconstruc-
tions of a quality control phantom measurement series. Objective image quality
descriptors (contrast to noise ratio (CNR), mean CT numbers) are used for comparis-
ons. Besides the reported objective measurements, some unexpected properties are
identified, for instance, decreasing CNR when low level of iterative reconstruction
is used.

The second paper evaluates the applicability of an in vivo CT protocol in post
mortem imaging. Radiographers and radiographer students are asked to score
nine reconstruction alternatives from three post mortem cardiac cases. The results
indicate that in this case the in vivo protocol is applicable in post mortem conditions.

Images not only have to be measured, but also have to be presented. The third
paper proposes a tone mapping approach which can compress the dynamic range of
the CT image while preserves local contrast. Traditionally, a CT volume is read
several times using different intensity windows. This contribution might reduce the
number of required readings of the same volume, and could improve visualization
of multiple pathologies in a single image.

The fourth paper tackles a classic image processing problem, the de-quantization
problem. The appearance of false contours might be both disturbing and misleading.
If false contours are already present in an image, e.g. due to aggressive denoising,
this approach might reduce or eliminate them.

These four contributions are the core of this thesis, augmented with non peer
reviewed contributions.
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Abbreviations and notations

α, s sinogram-space axes
δ(i, j) Dirac-function
DFT Discrete Fourier Transform
F , F−1 Fourier Transform and its inverse
f̂ Fourier transform of f
HU Hounsfield unit
µ linear attenuation coefficient [mm−1]
∇, ∆, ∆n gradient operator, Laplace operator, polyharmonic operator
ν frequency
f , 〈expression〉 mean value of f , averaging an expression
R,R−1 Radon Transform and its inverse
TV(f) Total variation functional of f
~x, ~y, A linear vector and matrix notation
f ? g convolution of f and g
f , g, u functions
H(. . .) histogram
I(. . .) 2D or 3D discretized image
Nx, Ny, Nz , N number of pixels/voxels
vx, vy, vz pixel/voxel sizes in [mm]
x, y, z spatial axes
AUC area under the curve
CSF Contrast sensitivity function
CT computed tomography
DEI Dual energy index
DET detection error trade-off
DSDE CT Dual source dual energy CT
FBP filtered back projection
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FOV field of view
IR iterative reconstruction
MTF modulation transfer function
NPS noise power spectrum
PSF point spread function
ROC receiver operating characteristic
TMO tone mapping operator
USM unsharp masking



Chapter 1

Introduction

Medical imaging is an multi-disciplinary field which builds not only on medicine
but also on physics, computer science and color science, among others. This thesis
is written as part of a computer science Ph.D. programme, but interested readers
from other fields may find it useful too.

My personal motivation originates from the fact that in previous tomography pro-
jects I took part in detector design and image reconstruction algorithm developments
but our work ended when the scanner was operational. What happens afterwards?
What are the contributing factors to diagnostic image quality beyond the purely
technical parameters?

Diagnostic image quality is result of a long, strongly interconnected chain of
building blocks, see Fig. 1.1, but other categorizations also exist [1]. The ultimate
goal is to improve the accuracy of the diagnostics while reducing the risks and
expenses. This is a task-specific, multivariate optimization problem which has
no unique, optimal solution, however, it has many good approximate solutions.
One of the challenges of the medical imaging field is its rapid development which
renders this optimization problem into a moving target where the achievable best
compromise changes continuously.

The focus of this Ph.D. was on the perceived diagnostic image quality which aims
to bridge the purely technical side of tomography with daily diagnostics. I had the
unique opportunity to take part in a collaboration between Norwegian University
of Science and Technology (NTNU), Oslo University Hospital Department of
Diagnostic Physics and Oslo University Hospital, Department of Forensic Sciences
aiming to improve post mortem CT imaging performance using a dual source dual
energy CT scanner.

9
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hardware and raw data acquisition

image reconstruction

scan protocols

image processing

human perception

diagnostics

Figure 1.1: Diagnostic image quality depends on several interconnected building blocks.

The scanners are treated gray-boxes where some parameters are known or measur-
able, for instance, dose and image quality, but there are also unknown parameters
such as the technical details of reconstruction algorithms. The other end of the
chain is the radiologists, who use the images for diagnostics. But experts’ per-
formance depends on the quality of the presented information, hence the need for
optimization.

During my work I studied the contributing factors of diagnostic image quality, and
I tried to contribute to the relevant fields. Four peer reviewed papers give the core
of this theses. In the following chapters the context and relevant background will
be introduced briefly, then contributions will be presented and discussed in context.
The thesis ends with outlook to current open issues and what can be anticipated in
the near future.

List of the core contributing papers:

[1] D. Völgyes et al. “How Different Iterative and Filtered Back Projection
Kernels Affect Computed Tomography Numbers and Low Contrast Detect-
ability”. In: Journal of Computer Assisted Tomography 00.00 (2016), p. 1.
ISSN: 0363-8715. DOI: 10.1097/RCT.0000000000000491.

[2] D. Völgyes et al. “Applicability of a clinical cardiac CT protocol in post
mortem studies”. In: Journal of Forensic Radiology and Imaging 12 (2018),
pp. 25–30. ISSN: 2212-4780. DOI: 10.1016/j.jofri.2018.01.003.

[3] D. Völgyes et al. “A Weighted Histogram-Based Tone Mapping Algorithm
for CT Images”. In: Algorithms 11.8 (July 2018), p. 111. ISSN: 1999-4893.
DOI: 10.3390/a11080111.

[4] D. Völgyes et al. “Image De-Quantization Using Plate Bending Model”.
In: Algorithms 11.8 (July 2018), p. 110. ISSN: 1999-4893. DOI: 10.3390/
a11080110.

https://doi.org/10.1097/RCT.0000000000000491
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jofri.2018.01.003
https://doi.org/10.3390/a11080111
https://doi.org/10.3390/a11080110
https://doi.org/10.3390/a11080110


Chapter 2

Background

The main focus of this thesis is the contributing factors to diagnostic image quality
in a post mortem CT imaging using a dual source dual energy CT scanner. This is a
quite inter-disciplinary topic and even interested readers might only have partial
background. The thesis is written in a computer science programme, therefore, a
little bit more computer science literacy is assumed, but interested radiologists and
physicists are also aimed. Hopefully, any reader will find something applicable for
his/her field, and maybe get interested in the other fields too.

As it will be presented later, the main contributions are related to CT scan protocols,
image processing of the scans, and presentation, visualization of the results to the
diagnostician. In the following sections brief history and main concepts of CT
imaging is presented, followed by a short overview about some most important
aspects of the human visual system. The chapter ends with brief image processing
overview.

2.1 Diagnostic image quality
Image quality is a highly subjective term. CT imaging uses ionizing radiation
which should be minimized. However, too low dose might lead to diagnostically
unacceptable image quality. From two alternatives, the better one achieves the same
diagnostic performance with lower dose, or at the same dose level, it yields higher
diagnostic performance [2]. The famous ALARA principle states that the dose
should be “as low as reasonably achievable” [3]. Instead of image quality, often
the term diagnostically acceptable image quality [4] is used.

Defining the image quality through the diagnostic performance is intentional.
Without well defined diagnostic criteria, image quality becomes a highly sub-

11



12 Background

jective term, sometimes referred as beauty contest [5]. In order to avoid this, the
European Commission released guidelines for computer tomography quality criteria
[6].

The diagnostic performance can be measured [7] with accuracy (sensitivity and
specificity), predictive values, likelihood ratios, receiver operating characteristic
(ROC) curves, among others. An important realization is that there is no universal
image quality. Different tasks require different images. The diagnostic image quality
is context dependent, belongs to a specific task or protocol, and it is optimized
through maximizing the diagnostic performance.

2.1.1 Subjective evaluation

The recommended way for optimizing medical images is to use well defined criteria
for a specific task. The diagnostic task depends on the pathology to be detected, and
it is important to use the same approach, otherwise results from different studies
wouldn’t be comparable.

There are wide range of diagnostic tasks, e.g. localization objects, or sharpness or
clear visibility of structures. For localization or binary classification tests, specificity
and sensitivity, also known as true positive rate and true negative rate, are used to
characterize the diagnostic performance, and ROC curves [8] are used to analyze
the trade-off between them.

Fulfillment of criteria is often not binary, but defined on a scale. Visual grading
analysis (VGA) uses numeric scoring to describe the fulfillment [9]. While this
method is quite straightforward, it has challenges. First, if two alternatives have
similar scores, it might be hard or impossible to determine which option is better
by the criteria1. Second, if there is a statistically significant difference in the VGA
scores, it does not mean that there will be statistical difference in the diagnostic
interpretation. Third, the interpretation of the scoring is always a bit subjective,
despite all the efforts to make it standardized, and the readers might score the images
differently. This makes the aggregation and analysis of the scores challenging
[5][10].

One way to overcome the challenge of different internal scales, is to use pairwise
comparisons [9][11]. When the better of two images should be selected (by a
given criterion), the internal scales of the readers are less important, as long as they
are consistent. The disadvantage of this method is the larger number of required
comparisons. Typically, VGA is linear in the number of alternatives, while pairwise
comparisons are quadratic2. ROC analysis, VGA, pairwise comparisons are only a

1E.g. the study might require larger number of readers than available.
2There are alternative approaches, e.g. sorting options with pairwise comparisons.
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few examples from the large number of approaches to evaluate image quality.

All of the evaluation methods suffer from three issues. First, the intra-observer
differences [12]. The readers might remember previous images and decisions. As
a result, the order of the alternatives might affect the evaluation, and presenting
the same option several times might produce different results [13]. Second, the
inter-observer differences [14], e.g. the different internal scales, might lead to
significant disagreement between the readers. For instance, a structure might be
clearly visible for one reader, but not for another. Third, the number of observers
are often limited, and their reading time must be limited in order to keep the reading
session short, which limits the available data for numerical analysis.

Some of these issues could be minimized during experiment design, e.g. using
randomized order for the images, or requiring certain time to pass between reading
sessions.

2.1.2 Objective evaluation

Mathematical metrics could be used for image quality description. The obvious
advantage is their objective nature. However, while there are published observer
models for specific tasks, e.g. low contrast detectability [15], and the correlation
between human and model observers performance could be high [16]; every model
has limitations, and there is no universal observer model.

Despite these challenges, objective metrics are important. They can be used as a
first step to pre-select a shorter list of candidates which can evaluated using expert
readers. Second, objective metrics are important for quality assurance [17]. Third,
objective metrics can be used to compare solutions from different vendors and find
the closest matches [18].

Another issue arises when several numerical parameters are measured. In a dia-
gnostic task the reader can decide with pairwise comparison which alternative is
better for a certain task. The aggregating numerical descriptors into a single score
would require an observer model. The lack of this model makes the interpretation
complex.

In the next sections the history and technical details of CT imaging will be intro-
duced along with the most important image descriptors.

2.2 Roots of forensic CT imaging
Two dimensional X-ray images play a central role in diagnostic imaging ever
since W. C. Röntgen discovered X-rays in 1895 [19]. An X-ray image is a two
dimensional image which records the attenuation of X-rays passing through an
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object, for instance, a patient. These two dimensional images are often called
projections, as they can be seen as a 2D projection of a 3D distribution.

Just two weeks after Röntgen held his speech at the meeting of the Physical-Medical
Society, an X-ray was taken to localize bullet in a firearm victim [20] in Montreal,
Canada. Later this X-ray was used in the trial as evidence. A few weeks later a
musket ball needed to be located in a broken arm [21]. According to the author, the
difference between the bullet’s location based location X-ray and based on surgery
was no more than an eight of an inch. This is also probably the first reported case
when three dimensional position was determined from two 2D X-ray projections.
Despite its short length, this paper also mentioned a technicality, grounding the
cathode, which shows the importance of stable, high quality X-ray beam generation.

Ever science the discovery of X-rays, radiology and forensic radiology continuously
improve and keen to implement new technical solutions and inventions. But despite
the rapid start, until quite recently radiological imaging had only a supporting role
in forensic examinations [22]. It was not part of the protocol, autopsy rooms were
not augmented with a nearby CT rooms.

The breakthrough came with the Virtopsy research project in the mid-nineties,
which proved the importance of post mortem scans in forensics, and established
radiology as part of the daily forensic workflow [23]. Since then forensic radiology
went through a revolution, and dedicated forensic scanners are installed all over the
world.

The non-invasive nature of forensic CT, the lack of radiation risk in post mortem
cases and the available ground truth information from autopsies not only allowed to
improve forensic documentation but it can contribute to clinical radiology.

Finally, laymen often find radiological images less disturbing and more understand-
able then autopsy-findings, which eases communication with next of kin or with
laymen during a court trial [24]. The possibility of second opinion from an another
expert makes the forensic findings more reliable and more trusted.

2.2.1 Post mortem CT scans

CT examination of cadavers is significantly different from a clinical examination.
The most obvious technical challenge is the lack of possibility to use contrast
agents3. This not only limits soft tissue contrast enhancement, but also prevents
functional imaging, and renders many clinical protocols inapplicable in post mortem
conditions. Consider for instance, detection of cerebral stroke or heart infarction.

3 Technically, there are experimental methods, but their applicability is limited, see [25].
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The three main post mortem changes altering CT imaging are gravity dependent
changes, decomposition and rigor mortis (muscle stiffening) [26]. Clotted blood has
slightly higher CT numbers, than non-clotted blood, after some time gas volumes
appear due to decomposition, rigor mortis changes the muscles, which for instance
leads to dilation of the right atrium and ventricle of the heart. Lungs collapse and
gravity changes shape of organs and fluid distribution.

In clinical practice, the presence of foreign objects in the body can be seen as source
of artifacts, for example, a dental implant. These objects are only rarely in focus of
the examination, e.g. when the actual implant is examined. In forensic practice, the
mentioned dental implants, bullet fragments, or any other foreign object might be
significant evidence. This might cause two major challenges: First, these objects are
usually denser than the human body, and they might cause serious image artifacts,
for instance metal artifact. To avoid metal artifact, the kVp might be increased.
Using high energy CT scan protocol, which records these dense objects, might
degrade the contrast between the tissues. Second, the CT images already have high
dynamic range, but presence of foreign objects increases this range even further.
This makes visualization even more challenging.

2.3 Details of CT imaging

2.3.1 Basic principles

After the quick glance of applications, it is time to describe the mathematical and
technical foundations of CT imaging.

The Radon transform [27], introduced by Johann Radon in 1917, describes a
mapping from N dimensional objects to series of N-1 dimensional projections.
The main idea of the CT imaging is that these N-1 dimensional projections can be
measured as X-ray images, and applying inverse Radon transform the N dimensional
distribution could be reconstructed.

The transform [28] is depicted in Fig. 2.2. The straight lines in the original domain
can be parameterized as follows:

x(z), y(z) = z sin(α) + s cos(α),−z cos(α) + s sin(α) (2.1)

For every such line the transformed function takes the line integral of the original
function:

R(α, s) = R{f(x, y)} =

∞∫

−∞

f(x(z), y(z))dz (2.2)
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(a) Photo of a CT scanner (b) Schematic diagram of a dual source CT
scanner

(c) Illustration of the Radon transform

Figure 2.1: CT scanner: a) photo, b) schematic diagram, c) model

For a fixed α value, Rα(s) is the projection of f(x, y) to the axis s. The projection-
slice theorem connects Fourier transform with Radon transform. This connection
can be easily described if a few new operators are introduced. Fx,y denotes the
the 2D Fourier transform of the original function, and S1 denotes the extraction of
the central slice parallel to s. From the Radon transform part, let Rα denote the
projection of the function, and finally, Fs denotes a Fourier transform along s axis.
Using this notation, the projection-slice theorem is as follows:

S1Fx,y = FsRα (2.3)
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Applying the formula for all angles, the whole 2D Fourier signal can be identified
using the 1D Fourier transform of the Radon transformed signal. From the 2D
Fourier signal the original signal can be easily reconstructed.

In practice, the measured signals are discretized, and calculations are performed
using discrete approximations. The discrete approximation of the Fourier transform
will be used frequently, and the DFT{} notation will be used for it.

The discretized function which represents the object is called image, and consists of
voxels or pixels, depending if it is three or two dimensional. The Radon-transform
of an image is called sinogram. This name comes from the fact that an off-center
point has a sinusoid form after applying the transform 2.2. The domain of the image
is often called image space, while the domain of the transformed image is called as
sinogram space.

3D objects can be seen as series of transformed 2D objects, or 2D objects can be
seen as 1 pixel tall 3D objects. Due to this simple connection, reconstruction theory
is explained in 2D but it is trivial to generalize it to 3D.

The numerical inversion requires large amount of calculations, and it only became
feasible with the spread of digital computers, and this fact gave the name (“com-
puted”) of the field. After Allan McLeod Cormack laid the theoretical foundation
of CT imaging in the early 1960s, the first Computed Tomography scanner was
built by Godfrey Hounsfield at EMI [30]. The scanner was officially introduced to
medical practice on 1st October 1971 in Atkinson Morley Hospital in Wimbledon,
London, United Kingdom [31]. For their contributions Cormack and Hounsfield
were awarded with the Nobel Prize in Medicine in 1979 [32].

2.3.2 Image reconstruction

The inverse Radon transform is most frequently done with filtered back projection
(FBP) [33]. It has two parts: filtration and back projection. Often the first step is the
filtration. First, 1D Fourier transform applied to the sinogram in every angle, filter
applied in the Fourier space, then inverse transform is performed. The function
used in the filter is called kernel. It is also possible to first back-project and then
applying filtration as second step, this is called backproject-filter (BPF) method.

f̂(α, s) = F−1s′ {filter · Fs {f(α, s)}} (2.4)
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y

x

(a) Image of a point source

s

α

(b) Sinogram of a point source

x

y

(c) Image of a Shepp-Logan phantom[29]

s

α

(d) Sinogram of a Shepp-Logan phantom

Figure 2.2: Example images and corresponding sinograms.

The filtered function can be back-projected into the image space:

f(x, y) = R−1{f(α, s)} =

π∫

0

f̂(α, s)δ(x cosα, y sinα)dxdy (2.5)

The main drawback of FBP is the fact that it doesn’t take statistical properties of
the measurements into account. For instance, some projections have higher noise
than others, but the algorithm gives equal weight to all of them. This affects the
image quality of the reconstruction seriously.
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Figure 2.3: Common FBP filters.

One possible solution is to manipulate the filter before the back-projection. Choos-
ing a kernel with a cut-off frequency blurs the reconstructed image but also limits
the high frequency noise. The kernel selection affects the the point spread function
(PSF), see some examples in Fig. 2.3- 2.4, and also affects the noise power spectrum
(NPS). The magnitude of the PSF’s Fourier transform is called modulation transfer
function (MTF), while the NPS is defined as the average noise power carried by a
frequency [34]:

MTF = |DFT{PSF}| (2.6)

NPS(νi) =
vxvy
NxNy

〈
|DFT{f − f̄}|

〉
(2.7)

The most simple filter is the Ram-Lak filter which simply cuts the frequency
at a given cut-off frequency (kcut). More advanced filters were developed to
mitigate high frequency noise and emphasize medium frequencies [35]. The effect
of reconstructions on PSF, MTF and NPS are depicted in Fig. 2.4, 2.6 and 2.7,
respectively.

Alternatively, the Radon transform can be seen as a linear transform(A) between an
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Figure 2.4: Point spread functions of different single energy reconstructions in a Siemens
Somatom Definition Flash CT.

image space vector(~x) and the projection space vector(~y).

~y = A~x (2.8)

The transform matrix is called system matrix, and it is a huge, sparse matrix,
calculation of its inverse matrix is infeasible for realistic problem sizes. The
solution could be found with direct algebraic methods (algebraic reconstruction
technique (ART) [36],simultaneous ART (SART) [37]) or statistical methods (e.g.
transmission maximum likelihood (TRML) [38] and its faster variant with ordered
subsets (TRML-OS) [39]. These algorithms are called iterative reconstructions (IR)
[40][41], because they approximate the solution iteratively.

There are two main advantage of iterative reconstructions. First, they can incor-
porate statistical models about the measured data [40], and priors about the image.
For instance, the measured projections might vary in relative noise, and their con-
tribution to the final image can be weighted taking the noise into account. Image
priors are assumptions about the final image which can be incorporated into the
model, e.g. using a total variation minimization prior [42] which from all of the
equally possible images prefers the one which has the smallest integrated gradient
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(a) B30: Soft kernel, FBP reconstruction. (b) B70: Sharp kernel, FBP reconstruction.

(c) I30: Soft kernel, iterative reconstruction
(SAFIRE 3).

(d) I70: Sharp kernel, iterative reconstruction
(SAFIRE 3).

Figure 2.5: Noise structure for different reconstructions at 120kVp in a Catphan 600
phantom.

magnitude.

TV(I(x, y)) =

∫∫
|∇I(x, y)|dxdy (2.9)

Second, IR can model physical phenomena which were ignored in classic FBP, e.g.
the X-ray spectrum is polyenergetic [43], and the attenuation is a simplification
behind absorption and scattering [44]. Ignoring these phenomena could lead to
artifacts or inferior image quality. Artifacts are detailed in the next subsection.
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Figure 2.6: MTFs for different reconstructions.

Figure 2.7: NPSs for different reconstructions.
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There are also drawbacks of iterative reconstructions. First, they are non-linear
which makes image quality analysis challenging, and could lead to artifacts. Second,
IR requires much more computational resources than FBP [45].

2.3.3 Image reconstruction and artifacts

Image artifacts can originate from various sources: noise in the measured data,
detector imperfections, polyenergetic X-ray spectrum, among others. FBP recon-
structions use different filters to reduce the noise and optimize perceived image
quality, as it was mentioned in the previous subsection. Statistical algorithms are
more suitable for advanced modelling where properties of the X-ray tubes, object
models and detector models can be incorporated. Due to the different compromises,
hybrid approaches are often used, for instance, when FBP and iterative techniques
are blended into a composite image, or when FBP provides the first approximation
in an iterative scheme [41].

Regardless of the algorithm and the source of the noise, there is a very general
property of the tomographic imaging: a point in sinogram space affects many points
in image space, and one image space pixel is reconstructed from many sinogram
points. This means that a single pixel noise in sinogram space generates correlated
noise in image space. Similarly, there are typical artifact patterns, e.g. horizontal
(constant radius) sensitivity homogeneity in sinogram space causes ring artifacts in
image space, while inhomogeneities by angles contribute to radial artifacts such as
photon starvation or metal artifacts, depending on the source of the artifact. Barrett
and Keat have published an excellent overview about the of the CT artifacts [46].

This property makes CT image processing challenging because some effects are
easier to handle in the sinogram domain while others are more suitable for handling
in the image domain. While transforms between the domains is technically feasible,
it is resource-demanding. First, vendors implemented algorithms which minimized
the number of back and forward projections, and noise or artifact reduction was
mostly done in one of the domains, e.g. Iterative Reconstruction in Image Space
(IRIS), Adaptive Iterative Dose Reduction (AIDR) [41].

Recently IR schemes started to address challenges in both spaces, e.g. Sinogram-
affirmed iterative reconstruction (SAFIRE), Advanced modeled iterative recon-
struction (ADMIRE) and VEO [41], but the development of new algorithms and
addressing all of the issues are far from over.

2.3.4 X-ray physics

Until now, the mathematical foundation of tomography has been introduced. Un-
derstanding the underlying physical phenomena is at least as important as the
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mathematical foundation.

When a target object is bombarded with high-speed electrons, X-rays are produced.
Electrons in X-ray tubes are accelerated with high electric fields, usually in the range
of 80-140kV, therefore the electrons have 80-140keV peak kinetic energy when
they hit the target. This kinetic energy can generate X-rays through deceleration
radiation, also known as bremsstrahlung, while for other electrons the kinetic energy
can be lost in different processes, e.g. in scatter.

As a result, small portion of X-rays have the theoretical peak energy, and large
amount has lower energies Some electrons might be kicked out from the electron
shells of the target atoms. When these holes in the shell are filled again, charac-
teristic X-ray radiation is emitted [47]. The final X-ray spectrum is a continuous
spectrum with a well defined upper limit, and with some characteristic peaks, de-
pending on the target material, see Fig. 2.8. The tube voltage determines the peak,
and denotes as kVp referring to the peak, while kVe is used to describe the effective
kV. Besides kVp, anode and filtration effect kVe.

Figure 2.8: X-ray tube spectra with Tungsten anodes, simulated with [48].

CT maps the attenuation of the X-ray beam through a slice of an object. Attenuation
consists of several physical phenomena, most importantly photoelectric effect and
Compton scatter. The probability of these interactions depends on the energy of the
photon and the electron density and the atomic number of the medium. Therefore,
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attenuation in the medium changes the spectrum, and it attenuates lower energy
photons more, see Fig. 2.9. The X-ray spectra for Fig. 2.8 and 2.9 were simulated
with [48].

This energy and material specific attenuation lies behind the so called beam harden-
ing effect [49], but it also enables spectral CT imaging [50], and K-edge imaging
[51].

Figure 2.9: X-ray tube spectra with Tungsten anodes, after filtered by 20cm of water,
simulated with [48].

CT numbers and dual energy index

The quantity recorded in CT images is often referred to as CT numbers, and its unit
is the Hounsfield unit(HU). CT numbers are meant to measure the linear attenuation
coefficient (µ[mm−1]) of the medium relative to water and air as reference points.
By definition water should have 0HU, and air should have -1000HU [52].

CT number =
µ− µwater
µwater − µair

[HU] (2.10)

The measured CT numbers depend on the X-ray beam spectrum, because the
materials have different cross-sections depending on the X-ray photon energy and
the (effective) atomic number (Z) of the materials. Because the spectrum depends
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on the tube voltage, the same object can be scanned with different beam spectra.
Most of the time this means two beams, and known as dual energy CT imaging.

The dual energy index [53] (DEI) measures the relative linear attenuation coefficient
ratio, which is the following expression assuming two scans of the same region (xi),
one with 80kVp and another with 140kVp:

DEI =
x80kV − x140kV

x80kV + x140kV + 2000
(2.11)

Figure 2.10: Dual energy imaging: CT numbers depend on the X-ray beam spectrum.
Using two scanning energies instead of one makes the tissue and material separation more
reliable.

DEI depends on all of the factors as CT numbers in single energy scan, and in
addition it depends on the relative differences of the two X-ray spectra.

CT numbers are used for identifying tissues and diagnosing pathologies. Unfor-
tunately, the differences between soft tissue densities are small and the reported
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Table 2.1: DEI index for typical materials seen in CT colonoscopy, reproduced from [56]

Material DEI Value
Adipose tissue -0.0242
Soft tissue -0.0039
Water 0
Muscle, body tissue 0.0022
Carbon dioxide 0.0025
Air 0.0063
Bone, femur 0.2313
Iodine 0.5686

numbers also depend on the manufacturer, the CT model, the reconstruction al-
gorithms and individual differences between patients [54][55]. Using only absolute
thresholds for diagnostics and/or segmentation is an error-prone approach due to
these variations. One possible methodological improvement is to use reference
points in the body, for instance, a liver metastasis should be compared to the back-
ground healthy tissue. Another direction would be to exploit the dual energy index.
Due to the difference term in the DEI formula, DEI has large relative error, see Fig.
2.11, and while it yields helpful extra information, it might be challenging to utilize
this information.

The magnitude of the relative DEI error can be approximated easily from Eq. 2.11.
Assuming that the material has around x ≈ 0HU average density, and the standard
deviation of the CT numbers is around σ = 10HU , the standard deviation for DEI
is approximately:

σDEI ≈
(σx80kV + σx140kV )/

√
2

2000
≈ 14.1

2000
= 0.00705 (2.12)

DEI for typical materials seen in CT colonoscopy was published in [56]. For
demonstration purposes, these values are reproduced in Table 2.1.

2.3.5 Dual source CT

While dual energy CT imaging dates back to the 1970s [57][58], the proliferation
of the technology in clinical practice is quite recent [50]. Dual energy CT could
be realized with single source using kilovoltage switching or using two separate
X-ray sources simultaneously, or using special detectors which are either capable of
measuring photons individually (photon counting detectors [59] or have a special
pixelated filter in front of the detector pixels giving different spectral sensitivity
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(a) Single energy CT scan (b) Dual energy index image, positive
values are red

Figure 2.11: DE scan of Snickers bars (top), cheese (middle) and butter (bottom).

to them. Photon counting detectors are not widespread (yet) due to high cost and
engineering challenges, but it is subject of intense research. Filter-based detectors
are relatively cheap and simple but due to the post-patient filtering, it uses higher
dose than regular detectors. The combination of the two interlaced detector pixel
type yields a lower sampling density in both energy spectra which leads to lower
effective resolution. Due to these reasons, the two most frequently used spectral CT
imaging approaches are the dual source and the kilovoltage switching approaches.

2.4 The human visual system
Ever since Isaac Newton discovered that white light can be disassembled into colors
using a prism, color vision is subject of intense research.

2.4.1 Processing of the visual information

The human brain transforms the individual activations into information. This is
an extremely complex process, on various levels. Intuitively the most important
features are edge detection, color vision, movement/change detection, and bright-
ness detection. In nature, the illumination of a scene depends on the intensity of
the light, the spectrum of the light, its direction, whether it is spot light or ambient,
among others. The distance of the objects, texture, and many other parameters are
also not controlled.

The human visual system is evolved to recognize patterns, and to categorize the
same object similarly, regardless of the lightning conditions. As a profound example,
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Figure 2.12: Campbell-Robson contrast sensitivity chart [61]

it is very useful to recognize a striped tiger both in the morning lights and in a
shadow in the afternoon.

Physically, the eye sees different color from a given object, if the conditions change.
But the brain tries to compensate these changes using context information. The
opposite happens when the context information transforms close properties to be
perceived as different ones. These are the optical illusions.

In the following some important properties of the human visual system and related
optical illusions will be presented. While there are biological models to explain
why a given illusion occurs, these models are not crucial for the rest of the thesis.
But the illusions itself are important, and they are considered as external factors
which must be taken into account. These factors could both improve or degrade the
perceived image quality which could affect the diagnostic performance.

Contrast sensitivity function

The first and most important observation is that the perceived contrast in an image
depends on the frequency. In Fig. 2.12 the frequency changes along the x-axis,
while the contrast changes along the y-axis. It is immediately obvious that at
constant contrast, the frequency affects the detectability. The chart in 2.12 is often
called as Campbell-Robson contrast sensitivity chart [60]. The examples in this
thesis use Ohzawa’s public domain reproductions [61].
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Figure 2.13: Chubb’s illusion: perceived contrast depends on the neighborhood[62]

Local contrast

The perceived contrast also depends on the environment. If the neighborhood has
high contrast elements, then the perceived contrast is lower in the region of interest
than if the neighborhood has low contrast. This is called Chubb’s illusion [62].

Color maps and false contours

Mapping densities to display colors is also a tedious task. First, the perceived
contrast can be very different using different color maps, see Fig. 2.15. But good
local contrast isn’t the only requirement for displaying medical images. Often two
other properties are required: avoiding false contours [63] and ability to produce
linear mapping between the perceived contrast and the measured physical quantity
in the scan. A false contour might be perceived as a border between anatomical
structures, and mislead the diagnostician. Similarly important to keep the linear
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mapping between the physical quantity and the perceived colors difference. The
infamous rainbow color map exhibits both issues, see Fig. 2.16 and 2.17, but
even the PET and PET20 color maps from the DICOM standard [64] can lead to
confusion for a color deficient reader. The perceived color difference is calculated
in a uniform color space (CAM02-UCS) [65] based on the CIECAM’02 color
appearance model [66]. Simulation of the color deficient vision is based on [67].
Fig. 2.17 is part of an unpublished, in-progress work of the author.

Figure 2.14: Contrast sensitivity plot with rainbow color map

Figure 2.15: Low contrast detection test volume visualized with gray and rainbow color
maps.

2.4.2 Color and brightness constancy

One final important property of the human visual system is the fact that colors and
brightness are measured as relative values compared to the neighborhood. This is
extremely useful considering the fact that illumination conditions in nature can be
very different, while the same physical object should produce similar perceived
colors. On the other hand, in radiological settings, where both the environment
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Figure 2.16: False contours: edges might be perceived with some color maps even in
slowly changing continuous signals

and the displays are strictly controlled, this adaption can be misleading. Fig. 2.18
shows an example where the background changes but the foreground has constant
color. But due to the slowly changing background, the perceived brightness of
the foreground object is also slowly changing in the opposite direction as the
background does. This is called simultaneous contrast [68].

2.4.3 Illusions and CT images

It is obvious that anything which changes the perception of an image might change
the diagnostic value of this image.

Contrast sensitivity function plays central role in low contrast detectability tasks,
see e.g. the CTP515 module in the Catphan 600 quality control phantom. The
same task is also very sensitive to color map selection, see Fig. 2.15. Chubb’s
illusion could play significant role in reconstruction kernel selection. Sharp kernel
produces noisier images, and the higher noise act as a high contrast background
which reduces the perceived contrast of the already low contrast patches. This
explains why soft kernels are recommended for such diagnostic task. Through
carefully chosen FBP filters, the modulation transfer function might emphasize
some lower frequencies. In this case, the approximate expected size of the low
contrast object, the contrast sensitivity function and the noise level together should
be taken into account for an optimal low contrast enhancement filter.

The simultaneous contrast illusion might appear when the image contains artifacts,
e.g. beam hardening or strike artifacts. Beam hardening slowly changes the
baseline, and should be considered as an artifact which mostly affect low frequency
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Figure 2.17: Color deficiency might affect perceived color difference and lead to confusion,
see e.g. the PET20 color map with simulated deuteranopia. (Unpublished, in-progress work
of the author.)
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Figure 2.18: Simultaneous contrast illusion. Gradient in the background distorts the
perception of the foreground object: despite foreground object’s constant brightness, a slow
change is perceived.

components of the image, see [49]. While it can contribute to simultaneous contrast,
it could also generate false contours if an improper color map is used. In this case,
a discontinuity in the color map would render close values as very distinct colors or
shades which would give the illusion of a tissue border.

In addition to simultaneous contrast illusion and perceptually linear color map, the
perceived brightness of a region is not independent from the edges of the region.
Craik–O’Brien–Cornsweet illusion, depicted in Fig. 2.19, might render two equally
bright region perceived as different. Similarly, simultaneous brightness contrast
illusion, Mach bands and Chevreul illusions might change the perception [69].

Figure 2.19: Craik–O’Brien–Cornsweet illusion [69].

The reader might have the impression that these illusions should be avoided at all
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cost for good diagnostic image quality. This is not necessarily the case. Local
contrast could be enhanced and the perceived dynamic range of the image could be
extended if the properties of the human visual system is exploited carefully.

However, exploiting these illusions might lead to false positive diagnosis, while not
using them might reduce the sensitivity of the diagnostic protocols. The optimal
protocol should be determined through phantom studies and eventually clinical
trials.

For further details, Chesters’ excellent article [70] is recommended about the human
visual perception in medical context.

2.5 Image processing
The two major purpose of medical image processing are quality improvement and
enhanced visualization, but sometimes these categories overlap.

The quality assurance phantoms were specifically developed to ensure high quality.
Arguably, the most notable parameters are resolution, noise level, noise texture, and
contrast. But all of these should be interpreted as perceived. For instance, it was
shown that the contrast perception depends both on the colors and on the frequency
of the changing pattern.

Unfortunately, any processing step affects all of the descriptors.

2.5.1 Noise reduction

One of the most simple imaging problems is random noise. Noise is an unwanted
signal mixed to the signal meant to be measured. Noise is often described by its
distribution, e.g. Gaussian, and how it affects the signal, e.g. additive, multiplicative,
quantization.

Every digital representation of analog signals contains quantization noise. CT
images also have Poisson noise from the photon distribution, Gaussian noise from
electronics, among others. While there are attempts to model the noise sources
and the noise propagation in the CT data acquisition, this is mostly given as an
unchangeable property of the device. However, the actual distribution of the noise
can be measured, see NPS before.

The simplest noise model is assuming additive white noise.

f(i, j) = g(i, j) + ε(i, j) (2.13)

The white noise have uniform power at all frequencies, while about the signal it
can be assumed that it has diminishing contribution at high frequencies.
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If the measured image is disassembled into spectral components, using Discrete
Fourier Transform (DFT), then in this domain, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
is a function of the frequency. At low frequencies, signal dominates, at high
frequencies, noise dominates. Suppressing high frequencies increases the overall
SNR. Using weights in frequency space (w(u, v)), the filtered image (fr(i, j)) is
an approximation of the noise free image (g(i, j)), and calculated as follows:

g(i, j) ≈ fr(i, j) = DFT−1u,v {DFTi,j {f(i, j)} · w(u, v)} (2.14)

While it might not be obvious, this noise reduction is built on an assumption: the
spectral distribution of the noise and the signal. Often, this is the only information
about the noise component, but there can be much more assumed about the signal.

The most important assumption comes directly from diagnostics: what is the
expected dominant frequency of the signal to be measured, and what is the expected
signal contrast. For instance, lung structures are small, their visualization requires
high frequency components, but the contrast between regions with air and with
vessels is good, and good SNR is expected. On the other hand, liver lesions might
be large in physical size, but due to their low contrast, might be hard to detect.

Image priors

Noise reduction is the art of exploiting every available information in order to
reconstruct the noise-free signal. One of the recent direction in noise reduction
is having a prior assumption about the signal. For instance, if the image mostly
contains piecewise constant regions with some sharp transitions, then the total
number of edge pixels could be minimized while the signal should remain close to
the measurement. Mathematically, this conditions are summarized as functional
minimization problem with two terms: an image prior term (J) and a data fidelity
term (E). From the following, the pixel indices are omitted, and f is used instead of
f(i, j) for the reconstructed signal, and similarly, f0 for the noise measured signal.
λ balances between the noise reduction and data fidelity term.

min
f

(λJ(f) + E(f, f0)) (2.15)

Defining the Lp-norm will help to formulate this minimization problem.

||x||p =

(∑

i

abs(xi)
p

)1/p

(2.16)
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If p = ∞ is defined as maximum-norm, and p = 0 is defined as the number of
non-zero elements.

J takes a function as a parameter, it is called functional, and the optimization
problem belongs to the field of variational calculus. Having this notation, the Total
Variation (TV) minimization problem can be defined as follows:

min
f

(
λ||∇f ||1 + ||f − f0||22

)
(2.17)

As mentioned, λ balances between noise reduction and fidelity. Intuitively, λ = 0
means that the prior part is ignored, and only the fidelity part is enforced. In this
case, the solution is f = f0 with zero error (but with all the noise). If λ =∞, then
only the prior is taken into account. The signal with smallest number of transitions
without any constraint, is a constant function. This is obviously noise free solution,
but the signal is lost. 0 < λ <∞ yields a non-trivial, edge-preserving denoising
algorithm.

CT images are often assumed to be piecewise constant images, where the only
source of local texture is noise, the transitions are sharp. This simple model performs
surprisingly well in many cases, but too strong denoising leads to stair-casing
artifact. Technically, this is the result of violated assumptions. The underlying
signal has a slight gradient, but the denoising converges to piecewise constant
solution, and breaks the gradient into several smaller constant regions.

A slightly modified version of the prior term could prevent this stair-casing:

min
f

(
λ||∇f ||2 + ||f − f0||22

)
(2.18)

However, if gradients are not punished, the image will be blurred. As a matter of
fact, this above functional is equivalent with Gaussian smoothing, which is also
equivalent with Gaussian smoothing in frequency space. This is an equivalent
formulation of Eq. 2.14, if w(u, v) has Gaussian weights.

Modern noise reduction

The introduced TV denoising is a relatively widely used algorithm. The algorithm
can be generalized to dual energy images, when a matrix norm has to replace the
vector norm [71], e.g. using nuclear norm.

Edge preservation is not a unique feature of the TV-filter family. The simple median
filter also preserves edges, and many more have been developed in the past decades.
Similarly to TV, partial differential equation based Perona-Malik [72] diffusion
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and the generalized anisotropic diffusion are also edge preserving filters. They are
based on the idea that edges separate regions from each other, and smoothing an
image parallel to an edge preserves the edge but effectively reduces the noise.

Bilateral filtering [73] resembles TV denoising in two ways, it is edge preserving,
and might cause stair-casing artifacts. Its main contribution is the idea that both
spatial and photometric distance can be taken into account. While it is a widely
used elegant filter, it requires significant computational resources. Recently, guided
image filter [74] was introduced as a very fast alternative, fast enough for real-time
video processing. The guided image filter also generalizes the idea of weighting,
because some properties of the guiding image is transferred to the filtered image.
If the guide is a Gaussian, then it is only an edge preserving noise reduction. But
in case of dual energy CT scan, the images from two different scans can be each
others guide.

The recent research directions are focused on finding better image priors, for
instance, a representation space where the signal is sparse, and the denoising can be
formulated as an L0 or L1 problem. This is the so called compressed sensing. Until
now, the presented denoising worked on a single image or image pair. However,
sometimes the prior and the fidelity term do not use the same space. In CT imaging,
the primary data is the measured projection, the fidelity term should ensure the
minimal change of the projections. The assumptions about piecewise constant
regions describe the reconstructed image:

min
f

(λJ(f) + E(p, p0)) (2.19)

This can be easily solved for some functionals but not for all.

Finally, the noise structure is usually assumed to be Gaussian, but this is just an
approximation.

2.5.2 Contrast enhancement

Contrast is the difference of two signal levels. The perceived detection highly
depends on how fast the signal changes, on the magnitude of the difference, and the
contrast of the neighborhood.

Histogram methods

The most simple global contrast enhancement is the contrast stretching. Assuming
that the display can reproduce N colors/grey shades, the dynamic range will be
[0,N]. If the image has a smaller effective range [A,B], then this could be stretched,
and mapped to the closest color.
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fs = round (N · (f −A)/(B −A)) (2.20)

In more general sense, contrast stretching is a simple histogram manipulation
method, where only the smallest and largest non-zero bins are used for stretching.

This still might be imperfect use of the dynamic range, e.g. if a few shades represent
most of the pixels. Histogram equalization builds on the idea that every shade should
have approximately the same number of pixels.

There is no locality information in the histogram, nothing guarantees good local
contrast. The natural generalization is the adaptive histogram equalization (AHE)
[75]. Sliding window is used for histogram calculation, and the local histogram is to
determine the pixel intensities. With too small sliding window, this method yields
very stretched local contrast, and might strongly amplify noise. The amplification
can be controlled, if histogram peaks above a threshold are cut, and the cut area
evenly redistributed to every histogram bin before equalization. In practice, this sets
a limit for the maximal amplification, but do not affect sufficiently flat histograms.
This method is the contrast limited adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE) [76].

These methods are used for CT image processing since the 1980s, but there is
nothing CT specific in the algorithms. Domain specific information could be
incorporated in several ways. One is to split the histogram into two or more parts,
and equalize the parts independently. This is the bi-histogram equalization [77].
In this way, given gray-shade ranges could be assigned to lung tissue, soft tissues,
and bones. But histogram methods are not the only ways to enhance local or global
contrast.

Local enhancements

A general framework for local contrast enhancement is extracting local structures,
e.g. edges, and adding them back in amplified form [78].

The most simple way is the amplification of the high frequencies. This is the
opposite of the frequency domain noise suppression, and as any linear filter, this
could be also expressed with DFT operations.

A more general form of edge enhancement builds on the separation of the image (I)
into a base (B) and a detail (D) layer.

I = B +D (2.21)

A sufficiently good filter leaves the base layer intact, but removes the details.
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Figure 2.20: Unsharp masking. The detail information is the difference of the original
signal and its blurred version. Adding back this detail to the original signal enhances the
local contrast.

B = F(I) (2.22)

And the detail layer is the difference between the original image and the base:

D = I −B = I −F(I) (2.23)

The amplified detail can be added back:

I = I0 + αD (2.24)

Fig. 2.20 depicts these above steps. This is a simple but very effective solution. If
the filter is a Gaussian, then this method is called Unsharp Masking (USM). But
any filter could be used for base-detail separation, for instance, median filter,edge
preserving filters [79], or any noise removal algorithm, e.g. total variation denois-
ing [80]. Edge enhancement is a huge topic, further details can be found in the
literature [81].

Tone mapping

The local edge enhancement could be approached from a different point of view.
If the source image has high dynamic range, and the display has low dynamic
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range, then a simple linear rescaling could map the intensities to the display without
burned out pixels, but the local contrast will be poor. Or if the local contrast is kept,
then some pixels will not fit into the dynamic range.

The idea of tone mapping is to somehow compress the dynamic range and preserve
local contrast at the same time. The previous base-detail layer idea could be re-used
here. The important information is carried in the detail layer, and the base layer
only sets the mean values for regions. An effective dynamic range compression
method could compress the base layer, and the detail layer back to get the tone
mapped image (TMI) [78]:

TMI = compress(B) +D (2.25)

As it was seen at unsharp masking, this approach could lead to over- and undershoots.
Using edge preserving filters reduces this issue, and multi-level processing can
ensure that details are enhanced at all scales. Due to the proliferation of digital
cameras, the field of tone mapping algorithms is a very intensive research area.
Recent algorithms model some aspects of the human visual system, for instance,
light adaptation. Also finding a good measure for the quality of tone mapping
operator is a recent research direction [82][83][84]. Presenting the most information
might not be visually appealing (digital photography) or not yield the best diagnostic
performance (medical images).

2.5.3 Further literature

Radiology, forensic sciences and image processing are all enormous fields on their
own. The goal of this chapter was to give context before the contributions and
discussion. Further details can be read in excellent books [81], [85] and [86].
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Chapter 3

Summary of contributions and
results

This thesis is based upon four papers, describes different parts of the imaging
workflow. The first paper investigates the quantitative properties of CT scans
and reconstruction protocols using an image quality phantom. The second paper
addresses the perceived image quality, and whether or not a clinical protocol is
acceptable for post mortem scans. The third paper takes the reconstructed image
given, and propose a visualization approach in order to maximize the amount of
presented information. The fourth paper addresses quantization artifacts, stair-
casing artifacts, which might be a result of too strong denoising.

These contributions are only a step towards improved image quality at different
stages in the imaging chain. Every step of the CT imaging workflow is subject
of intensive research. The presented contributions were incremental, but together
they cover a larger part of the workflow. The primary goal of the papers are
presented below, but the secondary aim was to deepen the understanding of the
interconnectedness of the steps. We believe that the context, the pre- and post-
processing steps are important, and future contributions should take these into
account besides the immediate problem in the given task.

In the following sections the primary goals and direct results of the papers are
explained. Wider context and future directions are considered in the discussion
chapter. Source codes, non-peer-reviewed contributions, for instance, experimental
softwares, were published in order to facilitate reproducibility, prepare and pave
future experiments and studies. Fig. 3.1 depicts the relevant contributions and refers
to the papers in the ’Complete list of publications’ section.

43
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Figure 3.1: Contributions. Paper I-IV (green nodes) form the core of the thesis. Supporting
publications, softwares and data supplement augment the core papers but they are not part
of the thesis. Citation indices refer to the papers in the ’Complete list of publications’
section.

3.1 Paper I: How Different Iterative and Filtered Back Projection
Kernels Affect Computed Tomography Numbers and Low
Contrast Detectability

While every patient, every case is different, quality assurance requires standardized
protocols. Vendors developed a set of available options for scan and reconstruction,
but the number of available options are enormous, and also vendor and model
specific. Performing clinical trials is only feasible for a limited number of variations.
This set of candidate protocols were designed based on the diagnostic requirements
of the pathology, e.g. required low contrast visibility, or required sharpness, etc.

Some of the scan parameters, e.g. dose and pixel size depend on the patient, and
determined by the automatic dose modulation and the field of view. For the most
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popular choices, several parameters were reported in the literature (NPS, MTF,
CNR, etc.). In this paper, 313 variations of scan and reconstruction protocols were
compared in order to detect subtle differences.

The approach was kept as simple as possible to eliminate as many variables as
possible. A Catphan 600 phantom was scanned using 70kVp, 80kVp, 100kVp,
120kVp and 140kVp x-ray tube voltage using the same field of view. These five
scans were reconstructed with every available standard reconstruction kernel and
iterative reconstruction strength.

The general assumption could be summarized briefly: at a given tube voltage
for a reasonable sized region of interest, the mean of the CT numbers should be
independent of the kernel selection and the iterative reconstruction. Also the CNR
is expected to increase using stronger iterative reconstruction. CT numbers depend
on the tube voltage, except for water and air. This was taken into account in the fact
that a selected kernel was fixed as a baseline, and every other reconstruction was
compared to this baseline.

Our results show that these are reasonable assumptions but not always true. Two
major deviations are discovered. First, the mean CT numbers are systematically
deviated between some reconstruction kernels, e.g. B26/B36. This fact should be
taken into account during optimization. E.g. if the mean CT number is used for
deciding between benign and malignant tumor, then these differences might be
important. Even if very light (air) and very dense (teflon) materials or ignored in
the study, the measured CT number differences using B26 and B36 kernels were in
the -9,+10HU range.

Second, arguably more surprising result affects the iterative reconstructions. CNR
is calculated from the ratio of signal difference and noise standard variation. If the
signal difference is unaffected by iterative reconstruction, then CNR is expected to
increase because noise is expected to decrease. However, in case of two kernels,
the first IR option increased the variance. This happens only a very small subset of
the investigated options, but it contradicts expectations.

3.2 Paper II: Applicability of a clinical cardiac CT protocol in
post mortem studies

Are post mortem scans different from in vivo scans? They are. Post mortem
alterations cause visible differences, for instance, atrium dilatation, blood clotting
and appearance of gas volumes. The severity of these alterations depends on the
time difference between the death and the scan.

Forensic CT as a sub-field of CT imaging is relatively young, and it is reasonable
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to re-use experience from clinical scan protocol optimizations, if the investigated
pathology is similar to the clinical pathologies. Investigating special forensic issues
which has no clinical counterpart requires specialized protocols.

A clinical protocol is result of an earlier optimization. Any change in an optimal
protocol would lead to inferior performance. Paper II summarizes a study where a
protocol from clinical practice was tried in a forensic settings, and slightly changed
reconstruction kernels and iterative reconstruction strength were applied. Three
post mortem cardiac scans were selected and nine different reconstruction were
performed for each case. The 27 volumes were presented to three radiographers and
three radiographer students. These readers scored the volumes for seven criteria,
using 5-scale visual grading.

Acknowledging the limitations, including the limited number of cases and readers,
and the inter-observer differences, the conclusion of the paper that no alternative
reconstruction yield better results than the baseline did, therefore, in this case, the
clinical protocol seems to be applicable in forensic setup too.

3.3 Paper III: A weighted histogram-based tone mapping algo-
rithm for CT images

CT images have high dynamic range, while the medical displays have lower. Even
if a display was able to reproduce the whole dynamic range, the local contrast might
be imperfect.

The focus of this paper is dynamic range compression in order to present as much
information as possible. This is a bit vague goal, and unfortunately, we are not
aware any image metric which takes the properties of CT imaging into account.

The paper presents a histogram equalization based tone mapping approach for CT
images. When the human visual system determines the relative local brightness of
a patch, it takes every other patch into consideration with a decreasing, distance-
dependent weight, which follows power law. The human vision is able to handle
huge dynamic range differences, and the idea is to mimic this property. The
presented histogram equalization method is built on a power-law based weighting
for local adaptive histogram equalization with a contrast limit. This contrast limit
ensures that the image distortion and noise amplification are controlled.

While direct implementation of the idea requires large amount of memory and com-
putation time, presented optimization approaches, including FFT based contribution
calculation, down-sampling in discretization levels, spatial down-sampling and
dithering, make the problem not only tractable, but near-realtime (few sec/image),
if every optimization is utilized.
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The results are compared to popular tone mapping algorithms, both by image metrics
and visually. While the presented method performs well against the alternatives,
clinical validation is not yet performed.

3.4 Paper IV: Image De-Quantization Using Plate Bending Model
Paper III utilized an observation about the human visual system. In paper IV, a
challenge from image processing is addressed, namely the de-quantization problem.
This arises when an analog signal is discretized with insufficient number of discret-
ization levels. While CT images themselves have high bit depth, post-processing of
the images might lead to a so-called stair-casing artifacts, for instance, in case of
extreme denoising.

The main idea of the paper is based on a physical model. The signal is modeled as a
bended plate. The motivation is two-fold. First, the signal might actually originate
from a bended surface. Second, from mathematical point of view, this model leads
to a high order smooth approximation which is able to reproduce signal in local
maximal/minimal areas and yield smooth surface. Alternatively, the problem could
be approached through splines or using the thin plate energy functional. The main
difference between these approaches is the ability to allow or to ban saddle points
on the reconstructed surface.

The paper presents solutions for analytical signals (Gaussian and Rosenbrock
functions) using structural similarity metric (SSIM), peak signal to noise ratio
(PSNR) and normalized mean square error (NRMSE). A low bit depth photo is also
used as demonstration.

As it was mentioned in the beginning, extreme denoising is an application area for
this kind of algorithm in CT imaging. The discussion section of this thesis contains
a dual-energy CT denoising example, but this example was not part of the original
publication.
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3.5 Non peer reviewed contributions
Not every contribution results in an article. For instance, custom softwares, bug
fixes in widely used algorithms are useful, but do not necessarily yield a peer-
reviewed paper. These contributions are not core to the thesis, but as artefacts of the
project they are worth mentioning, and also indicate the efforts for future studies.

PerceptionMD

One of the main drawbacks of visual grading analysis becomes apparent when close
options are compared. For instance, if two alternatives have image quality score of
3.1 and 3.2 by a criterion, it might be impossible to show the difference using VGA.
On the other hand, pairwise comparison of the volumes might quickly reveal if the
difference is subtle but clinically significant.

PerceptionMD[87] open source software for conducting pairwise observer studies
in radiology. The latest version is available at:
https://gitlab.com/dvolgyes/perceptionmd

We are not aware of freely accessible open source program for pairwise comparison
of radiological volumes. PerceptionMD meant to extend the current options for
observer studies.

Key features:

• Open source program, implemented in Python2/3[88].

• Studies are defined in a simple domain specific language (DSL).

• Randomized and sequential studies are both supported.

• Both DICOM and RAW volumes can be displayed.

• Screens can be described using ReStructured Text[89].

XBlend

While PerceptionMD can be used for pairwise comparison studies, it forces the
observers to make a binary decision. In some cases, it would be beneficial to blend
two images, and optionally compare the result to a reference image. Nor visual
grading analysis, neither constant stimuli pairwise comparison are efficient for this
task. Determining the optimal blending ratio can be efficiently determined if the
ratio can be changed in continuously, or using several discrete levels.

The following three optimization problem fit well into this profile:

https://gitlab.com/dvolgyes/perceptionmd
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• dual energy mixing ratio,

• mixing ratio between FBP and IR reconstruction,

• optimal kernel sharpness selection.

XBlend has been written to support such experiments. It allows full reference
comparison, where a blend of two images is compared to a reference, and it also
allows no reference optimization, when the observer has to choose the mixing ratio
which maximizes the given criterion for the task.

Optimizing a continuous parameter is harder than selecting the best of a few discrete
options. For instance, the median of the preferred mixing ratio could be interpreted
as the result of the optimization. However, the selected option could and should be
cross-checked in follow-up experiments, for instance, using pairwise comparison,
visual grading analysis, or conducting ROC study.

The latest version is available at:
https://gitlab.com/dvolgyes/xblend

DCM2HDR

DCM2HDR [90] is another open source program which was developed as a utility
for the paper III. It allows conversion of DICOM images to high dynamic range
traditional image formats. These images can be further processed with image
processing softwares and/or with our proposed algorithm in the paper. The latest
version is available at:
https://gitlab.com/dvolgyes/dcm2hdr

Zenodo-get and tcia-get

Archiving large amount of research data is essential, but interacting with data
repositories could be tedious. Zenodo is a open science data repository operated
by CERN. Zenodo-get[91] is a tool to download huge datasets from Zenodo in a
single step, using only the DOI or the record ID of the data. The tcia-get is a very
similar tool, except it interacts with The Cancer Imaging Archive database.

For instance, example data for the previously mentioned PerceptionMD is stored at
Zenodo, see next section, and this software makes the access to it simple.

The latest versions are available at:
https://gitlab.com/dvolgyes/zenodo_get and
https://gitlab.com/dvolgyes/tcia_get.

https://gitlab.com/dvolgyes/xblend
https://gitlab.com/dvolgyes/dcm2hdr
https://gitlab.com/dvolgyes/zenodo_get
https://gitlab.com/dvolgyes/tcia_get
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Data publication

There are two competing issues in science: reproducibility which requires openly
accessible data, and privacy, which is especially challenging in clinical context.
However, not every data becomes part of articles, and not every data carries personal
information. Even data with absolutely no novelty could be very useful for algorithm
testing purposes, as a visualization example, or a baseline.

We published two major datasets: dual energy CT scans of some selected ordinary
objects showing various effects[92], for instance, metal artifacts, or the significance
of dual energy scans for material identification. Finally, as an artifact of some exper-
iments, large amount of high dynamic range panoramic photos[93] were collected
from public domain images. These three datasets are published at Zenodo.org in
order to ease further research.

Bug fixes and open source contributions

This thesis wouldn’t exist without open source softwares. However, even the best
softwares have bugs and need contributions. During the thesis, contributions were
made to several open source softwares, most notably, scikit-image, where the
Shannon entropy calculation needed a bug fix. Unsharp masking implementation,
mentioned briefly in the introduction, was also contributed to the same project.

Most notable open source contributions:
Project Contribution URL
Scikit-image Unsharp masking https://github.com/scikit-image/scikit-image/pull/2772

Scikit-image Entropy bug fix https://github.com/scikit-image/scikit-image/pull/2749

STIR Appveyor integration https://github.com/UCL/STIR/pull/102

STIR Travis integration https://github.com/UCL/STIR/issues/21

FFX Travis integration https://github.com/natekupp/ffx/pull/24

https://github.com/scikit-image/scikit-image/pull/2772
https://github.com/scikit-image/scikit-image/pull/2749
https://github.com/UCL/STIR/pull/102
https://github.com/UCL/STIR/issues/21
https://github.com/natekupp/ffx/pull/24


Chapter 4

Discussion

The contributions of this thesis are incremental, and in some cases, specific to a
scanner, to a protocol, or to an artifact. However, together they cover a large part
in the imaging workflow, and while individual results might be overcome soon,
the approaches and the applied principles are generic, and could be applied to new
scanner generations and new problems.

The thesis can be organized into two major sections: Paper I and II cover scan
protocol optimization steps with objective (paper I) and subjective (paper II) image
quality evaluation. Paper III and IV present two image processing algorithms for
tone mapping and image de-quantization, respectively.

4.1 Paper I
It is a common approach to address image quality first in phantom scans, and later
refine the results in clinical experiments.

Paper I compares 313 reconstructions of a Catphan 600 phantom, using a single-
day scan at a single dose level with a single phantom. This might seem as a
serious limitation, but this approach rules out all of these variables affecting the
reconstruction, and leaves the reconstruction parameters and the kilovoltage the
two determining parameters. This gives a detailed picture about the reconstruction
algorithm.

Using phantoms for investigating reconstruction algorithms is a frequent approach
[94][95], and fixing parameters and focusing on a sub-problem is necessary in order
to avoid combinatorical explosion of the problem space.

The fixed parameters shadow important factors. Is there any difference between
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scanners from the same vendor? How do the scanners change in time? Are there
inter-phantom differences? What are the similar reconstruction options between
two scanners from different vendors? How does dose affect the results?

These questions were investigated before. Inter-phantom differences were reported
in [96], comparison of noise texture across CT scanners was published in [18], the
effect of dose is studied in [97]. Stability of the image quality parameters were
investigated in [98] using 100 scans over a period of six months.

The volumes could be evaluated both with objective metrics and subjective ex-
periments. Our choice for objective evaluation originates from the large number
of options. It would be very demanding task to score 313 volumes, and it would
require large number of observers to reveal significant differences between the
options, if there is any. Our choice for simpler metrics, namely contrast-to-noise
ratio (CNR) and mean values, is motivated to produce results which are objective
and easily interpretable for a reader.

Both phantom studies [99][94] and clinical experiments [100] use similar approach,
but these papers investigate the effect of low tube voltage on the image quality, dose,
and the effect of iterative reconstruction, respectively. The last paper is especially
interesting for comparison purposes. It found that CNR is always increased when
iterative reconstruction was used. But the presented approach used only a limited
set of reconstruction options. Our investigation had the same conclusion for this
parameter subset (B40/I40 reconstruction kernels). However, for the B26/I26 and
B36/I36 reconstruction family our study found a slight decrease in CNR when
SAFIRE 1 is used, and SAFIRE 2 was found to produce very close results to FBP. It
was also reported that SAFIRE 2 and 3 are the most preferred reconstruction options
[101] and it was suggested that these options might be the optimal choices for any
body part being imaged. Our findings challenge this opinion. CNR does not always
increase with higher level of SAFIRE reconstruction, and it might be premature
to conclude that intermediate SAFIRE levels are optimal. They are certainly good
starting points for optimization, but their effectiveness must be validated. There is
also a disagreement whether CNR affects the preference of the readers or not. While
in [101] it was found that there was no correlation between CNR and the preferred
option, it is known that CNR is a good predictor for low contrast detectability [102].
The explanation is most likely the different image quality criteria / diagnostic task,
see the Background chapter.

4.2 Paper II
The second paper focused on a selected clinical protocol. CT imaging in forensic
radiology is a relatively new development, and it began to spread around 2000. Due
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to the post mortem alterations [26], in vivo scan protocols might not be applicable
for post mortem scans. If the protocol is not applicable, there should be a better
performing alternative. The selected nine protocols were derived from a cardiac
protocol with modifying the reconstruction kernel and the iterative reconstruction.
The results show that the original in vivo protocol did not perform worse, than any
of the alternatives.

What does this mean clinically? Can an in vivo protocol used in post mortem
imaging without modification? We do not imply this. First of all, there were
limitations in the study, namely, the number of criteria was limited (7), the number
of observers was low (6), there were significant inter-observer differences, and the
study only focused on cardiac imaging.

In general, modeling a cadaver and a living patient in the same way is a model
assumption, and every model has limitations. But cadavers are frequently used to
bridge the gap between phantom and in vivo scans [103][104].

Our results imply that in this specific example, the in vivo protocol was performing
reasonable well. We recommend that post mortem protocol optimization should
begin with an adapted in vivo protocol, if applicable, and refine it, if necessary.

Possibly this has already been the approach in several hospitals, and our results give
support to this approach. While the literature enumerates post mortem alterations
which are visible in post mortem CT imaging [26], we are not aware of publications
which explicitly argue for the inapplicability of clinical protocols in post mortem
setups.

In fact, a recent publication discusses the adjustable technical parameters [105], but
does not mention any necessary deviation from in vivo protocols, except when high
density objects, e.g. dental implants, are the subject of investigation. The lack of
radiation risk and lack of body movements enable further noise reduction, but they
do not imply change in the reconstruction parameters.

The two papers together contribute to wider field of protocol optimization. With
the advances of machine learning, the medical images play a role not only in the
direct diagnostic decisions, but as historical data, they might be basis of future
training data. One of the main challenge of machine learning is to obtain high
quality training data. Besides the optimized protocols, the presented anomalies in
paper I might be useful to avoid sub-optimal training data. One also can assume
that post mortem scans, as long as the post mortem alterations are not severe, might
be good data source for machine learning algorithms.
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4.3 Paper III
Local contrast enhancements are successfully applied to CT images since the 1980s
[76]. However, unlike other modalities, CT numbers represent a calibrated absolute
physical property. This enables radiologist to learn absolute values, the same density
could have the same gray level, regardless of the CT scanner or the patient. This is
both an advantage, an expert can gain decades of experience, and a disadvantage,
because every new method has to outperform this decades old experience.

Tone mapping is intensive subject of research for at least two decades, but it is still
often referred as a beauty contest. Only recently were objective image quality met-
rics introduced to quantify tone mapping operator performance [106][83][82][84].
The two major components are structural similarity to the high dynamic range
source image, and optionally a naturalness component.

Any visible property could be used to measure image fidelity, e.g. edges, relative
brightness of regions, etc., and the human visual system takes them into account but
with unknown weight. Image quality metrics were developed to measure distortions,
e.g. compression artifacts, compared to a reference image. Tone mapping is special,
because while there is a reference image, it could not be displayed directly due to
the display properties.

Tone mapping, local contrast enhancements distort the image, but not necessarily
decrease the diagnostic image quality. One approach is to take the high dynamic
range image, and locally compare it to the tone mapped image. If the features are
similar, then it is a good mapping. The problem with this approach is the assumption
that the locally perfect mapping yields the best image. This assumption does not
hold in digital photography, but in CT imaging faithful representation is not the
measure of image quality. The measure is diagnostic accuracy. Even otherwise
disturbing artifacts are acceptable, if the diagnostic accuracy is improved.

While it is claimed in [107] that monotonic global operators are preferred for tone
mapping of medical images, we respectfully disagree. The brightness and color
perception is context dependent, and the same displayed color might be perceived
differently due to its neighborhood. As a matter of fact, many non-monotonic
algorithms were proposed for or demonstrated in medical context [76][108][109].
It was also demonstrated that using CLAHE reduced the reading time and improved
detectability [110], but also made the readers less comfortable with specific clinical
settings [111]. We argue that brightness perception is not different when medical
images are presented, and global monotonic operators should not be prioritized,
and quality comparison between algorithms should be based on objective metrics
and/or on subjective clinical experiments. The proposed method has adjustable
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local contrast enhancement, and might very close to a global monotonic operator,
or could be parameterized to be local and non-monotonic.

There are two reasons to use distortion based metrics instead of subjective exper-
iment. First, we are not aware of any tone mapping metric which is specifically
developed for CT imaging. Second, using intensity windows (IW) has a long history
in CT, and it is considered as gold standard. If a tone mapped image is locally
similar to a windowed representation, then it is close to a standard representation.
This might not be the best visualization, but it is still the standard. Distortion based
metrics reasonably well measure the similarity between the tone mapped image and
the windowed image(s).

The main question is why and where tone mapping should be used? Technically,
any image could be displayed several times, using different windows. This way the
whole dynamic range could be displayed at any display. There are two arguments
for using tone mapping. First, one of the bottlenecks in modern radiology is the time
of the radiologists. If the number of readings of the same slice could be reduced,
then the throughput of the radiologist could be improved. Long reading is not only
a cost issue, but might lead to decreased attention, and inferior diagnostics. Second,
presentations of multi-trauma cases are simplified if the compressed dynamic range
allows to present multiple findings in the same image. In a forensic setting, whole
body CT images are often grossly evaluated by the forensic pathologist prior to
performing the autopsy. Only selected cases or findings of dubious significance
are later evaluated by a clinical radiologist. Enabling visualization of both soft
tissue and bone on the same window may reduce typical interpretation errors called
“search satisfaction” - the tendency to focus on the initial, very obvious finding and
pay less attention to smaller or more subtle findings due to the assumption that “the
search has been fulfilled” [112].

As it was discussed previously, there is no universal diagnostic image quality model.
Therefore, the metrics based comparison is built on an assumption, namely that
similarity to linear mapping is a good enough measure. Clinical validation of the
method would require subjective experiments with expert readers. Contrast en-
hancement methods were shown to decrease evaluation time and increase diagnostic
performance in some experiments. However, whether this proposed algorithm per-
forms better than the alternatives, is an open question. Such experiment is not easy
to perform, due to several factors. First, the task based evaluation needs criteria.
Second, scan protocols are not only different in display window, but could be
different in several other parameters, e.g. slice thickness or kernel sharpness. The
improved local contrast might or might not compensate for these changes.

There are also methodological challenges. Standard protocol optimization com-
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pares alternatives with similar properties: similar number of slices, similar display
window, etc. A tone mapped volume substitutes several volumes, and not only
diagnostic performance but the required time should be considered. However, when
a volume is evaluated, the reader remembers some details, which affects the read-
ing time of the same volume with different display window. Therefore, the order
of the presentation affects the outcome. Designing experiment for a localization
task is even more complicated, due to the fact that the locations of the objects is
remembered too.

4.4 Paper IV
De-quantization originates from image processing where low bit depth images
lose details due to the quantization, and false contours give disturbing appearance.
However, quantization could be replaced with any process which yields larger
flat regions, for instance, some types of de-noising which are prone to produce
stair-casing artifact [113][114], e.g. total variation minimization, or bilateral filters
[73].

There are two directions in CT noise reduction: improved filters which do not
exhibit stair-casing artifact, and mixing of the iterative reconstructed or denoised
image with the unprocessed FBP image. Image mixing is a workaround which is
unnecessary, if the filtering does not cause artifacts.

The technical details of the iterative reconstructions are often not published in
details, only generalities are known. But even the type of reconstruction is indicative.
For instance, reconstruction which iterates in image space, has to use assumptions
about the image structure, and one such assumption could be that the image has
piecewise constant regions. Such model would be prone to stair-casing artifacts.

In some cases, the image reconstruction itself does not produce stair-casing artifact,
but a derived quantity is needed, e.g. dual energy index, which has very high
relative noise. As it was shown in the Background chapter, the relative noise of
DEI might be several times higher than the DEI difference between different tissue
types. Suppressing noise in such situation might require extremely strong denoising,
which might lead the aforementioned artifact.

Recently noise reduction is achieved using model based iterative reconstruction
which is superior in image quality compared to alternative approaches, and avoids
stair-casing artifacts. This might render de-quantization unnecessary, but handling
historical data might require it on longer term.

From technical point of view, there are several de-quantization approaches, built
on various assumptions, from image smoothness to machine learning. The optimal
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approach depends on the underlying signal, and larger scale study could decide
which approach performs best in given circumstances. Due to the nature of the
signals, different approaches might be optimal for different subtasks.

The partial differential equation based approaches are the closest to the proposed
method, such as the Laplace equation and spline approximation. The order of a
polynomial approach always could be increased, but it is known that high order
approximations are more sensitive to noise [115]. Using polyharmonic equation is
a intermediate approximation which minimizes the mean curvature of the surface.
Mean curvature is used as smoothness notion in [116] to model liver surface.

4.5 Limitations
Every paper has limitations, including the four paper this thesis is based on. The
most obvious one is the limited amount of data. Specifically, only one CT scanner
was used for the data collection, therefore scanner, model and vendor variations
cannot taken into account.

Second, the number of test cases and the number of readers are both limited in
paper II. Using five-six readers [102][101] are common practice, but from statistical
point of view, it is a very low number.

Third, even expert readers have limited attention span, and a reading session cannot
be arbitrary long, which sets a limit on the number of criteria for visual grading
analysis. These limitations must be taken into account when the results interpreted.

The main limitation of the tone mapping paper is the evaluation. The lack of
dedicated medical tone mapping image quality metrics means that only general
metrics and observer studies could be used to validate the results. Observer studies
are especially challenging in this context because the readers got training for the
baseline images but did not get for the tone mapped images. Also the tone mapping
is more similar to multi-trauma imaging. These makes an observer study closer to
a beauty-contest which is inherently subjective. The promise of the image quality
metrics is its objective nature. Unfortunately, another factor plays important role
here: the field of view. Metrics in general images use every pixel in order to
determine the quality of tone mapping. However, pixels from outside of the body
do not carry any diagnostic information. Metrics should be aware of the context,
but they do not take context into account.

The de-quantization paper has two major limitations. First, the assumption that
signals can be approximated well with a bended plate, which minimizes the mean
surface curvature. There might be cases where e.g. total curvature should be
minimized. Second, de-quantization itself is a special problem. There are denoising
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algorithms which are prone to stair-casing artifacts, e.g. total variation denoising or
bilateral filtering. But one of the major research direction is to design filters which
do not exhibit such artifacts. Using such filters makes de-quantization unnecessary
and/or inapplicable.

4.6 Future perspectives
There are two kind of challenges in CT optimization. The first group consists
challenges where the parameters are known but there is a trade-off between them,
e.g. dose and noise level. These are expected to improve gradually as the underlying
technology improves. For instance, faster read-out, higher spatial and temporal
resolution in the detector pixels, more monochromatic X-ray sources could all
incrementally improve image quality. Arguably, the two most promising develop-
ments are the photon counting detectors and the laser-driven monochromatic X-ray
sources.

The other type of challenges is where there is no reliable model of the human
observers. First major step could be the proliferation of automatic segmentation
methods. The segmentation information could give a context which is not present
at this moment. For instance, 2D projections are used for dose modulation. Context
could fundamentally change how the scan is planned, which pathology could benefit
from dual energy scan, which one is more sensitive to noise. Context also could
contribute to noise reduction and visualization.

Even when the 2D/3D images are segmented and context information is available, it
is hard to diagnostic image quality. There are carefully developed protocols, but they
give a method and not an explanation. Machine learning could be used to model
the human readers preferences. Theoretically, neural networks could approximate
arbitrary functions, while alternative methods could find directly explainable models.
For instance, the symbolic regression [117][118] fits the structure of the function to
the data, not only the coefficients of the components.

Not only the human reader’s preferences are partially unknown, but also the exact
structure of the data. Recently compressed sensing and image constraints achieved
very promising results. They build on a priori information about the signal. How-
ever, these are based on assumptions. Machine learning holds the potential to learn
the structure of the data, the best representation space, the most successful image
constraints.

More advanced models and machine learning both require large amount of high
quality, annotated data both for model creation and validation. While data collection
is performed in every hospital, sharing data, especially internationally, raises privacy
and data protection issues, while restricting models to local data carries the danger
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of local anomalies, lack of generality and irreproducibility.

In the near future, the author anticipates more advanced observer models, both
about the human visual system and about the medical context. When reliable image
quality metrics appeared in other fields, they always lead to objective, metrics
based optimization with reproducible results. Similar leap is anticipated if or when
objective metrics can substitute observer studies.

The deeper understanding of the image structure also might lead to new constraints
in image space or using basis functions where sparsity constraints can more effect-
ively exploited.

New metrics and new constraints would directly affect image quality. While context
and more accurate observer models could improve visualization.

Perspectives are always based on predictions, and inherently unstable. However,
metrics, machine learning, observer models have a successful history in digital
photography, and while medical imaging has its specialties, there is no reason to
assume that these factors would not be transformative in this field.

Developing such advanced machine learning models and image quality metrics
requires high quality data to which this thesis meant to contribute both with protocol
optimization and with image processing algorithms.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

The first paper presented anomalies which might affect protocol optimization.
Especially interesting result was the decreasing contrast-to-noise ratio in some
special cases despite the enabled iterative reconstruction. This should be taken into
account during protocol optimizations.

The second paper concluded that clinical protocols might be applicable in post
mortem investigations, despite the post mortem alterations. This might not be
generally true due to the post mortem alterations, but the related in vivo protocols
should be considered during protocol optimization for post mortem imaging.

The third paper focused on tone mapping. Applying a human visual system in-
spired power-law weighting function effectively balances between local features
and artifacts, most importantly noise amplification and halos. Using slight approx-
imations, the presented algorithm scales well in term of execution time and memory
requirements too, which makes the method fast enough for experimentation. The
presented algorithm can contribute to better visualization, and reduced number of
reading sessions, but these advantages require confirmation by readers.

The fourth paper presented a de-quantization algorithm which could decrease,
mitigate stair-casing artifacts. While the importance of the proposed method is
expected to decrease with the proliferation of more advanced filters, it fits well into
the partial differential equation based de-quantization approaches.
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How Different Iterative and Filtered Back Projection Kernels
Affect Computed Tomography Numbers and Low

Contrast Detectability
David Völgyes, MSc,* Marius Pedersen, PhD,* Arne Stray-Pedersen, PhD, MD,†‡

Dag Waaler, PhD,§ and Anne Catrine Trægde Martinsen, PhD||¶

Objective: The aim of this study was to evaluate how different iterative
and filtered back projection kernels affect the computed tomography
(CT) numbers and low contrast detectability.
Methods: Five different scans were performed at 6 different tube po-
tentials on the same Catphan 600 phantom using approximately the same
dose level and otherwise identical settings. The scans were reconstructed
using all available filtered back projection body kernels and with iterative
reconstruction techniques.
Results: The CT numbers and the contrast-to-noise ratios were re-
ported and how they are affected by the kernel choice and strength of
iterative reconstruction.
Conclusions: Iterative reconstruction improved contrast-to-noise ra-
tio in most cases, but in certain situations, it decreased it. Variations in
CT numbers can be large between kernels with similar sharpness for
certain densities.

KeyWords: CT, mean CT numbers, contrast-to-noise ratio, image quality

(J Comput Assist Tomogr 2016;00: 00–00)

C omputed tomography (CT) image quality is essential for
high-quality diagnostics. Soon after the first commercial

CT scanners had appeared, the need for standardized quality as-
surance (QA) tests arose.1 Themain goal of the QAmeasurements
is to ensure that CT image quality and dose are in agreement
with specifications and international recommendations. Subjec-
tive evaluations with expert readers supplement these objective
criteria, but due to the time-consuming nature of these evaluations,
they are mostly used in optimization of image quality for one spe-
cific examination protocol.2–4

Diagnostic image quality cannot be fully assessed without
the knowledge of the anatomical area of interest and pathology
to be searched for. Due to that, many different anatomical phan-
toms have been developed, such as cardiac, liver, lung, thorax
phantoms, among others.5 These are more or less anthropomor-
phic, with difference in texture, density, size, and complexity.
Reading conditions, such as ambient lighting or display window
settings used, also affect the reader's performance, and thus
diagnostic quality.

However, there are basic criteria which must be fulfilled by
all CT scanners. Therefore, some general purpose image quality
QA phantoms and test methods have been developed. These are
meant to be used for daily, weekly, and longer term QA tests.
One of the most widely used such phantom is the Catphan 600
(Phantom Laboratories, New York), which has a modular struc-
ture.1 Each module was designed for specific measurements. Per-
forming well with this phantom is required, but not sufficient per
se for accurate diagnostics.

Dose reduction and image quality are currently in the center
of research. This research typically targets a few selected kernels
or few selected parameters, and optimize these for dedicated di-
agnostic purposes.6–10 Iterative reconstructions (IRs) have just
started to gain wider acceptance in clinical practice in recent
years, with a research focus on specific applications with respect
to increased diagnostic accuracy and/or dose reduction.11,12 In
contrast, this article focuses on the basic criteria and evaluates
them in large number of combinations of scan and reconstruction
parameters. This exhaustive approach also allows discovering rare
effects which are otherwise easily overlooked.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The Catphan 600 phantom is a widely used general purpose

phantom for CT image quality evaluation.1 It is a modular phan-
tom where individual modules are used for specific tests. In our
work, the CTP404 module was used for linearity tests to measure
mean CT numbers, and the CTP515 module for contrast-to-noise
measurements. The 2 modules and the performed measurements
are depicted in Figures 1 and 2, respectively.

In the experiment, the same phantom was scanned 5 times
with the exact same scanning parameters except for 2 parameters:
peak tube voltage [kilovolt (peak), kV(p)] and effective tube cur-
rent (mAs). Effective mAs was selected to produce the same
CTDIvol dose level (10.0 mGy) for all of the measurements.
The peak voltages used were 70, 80, 100, 120, and 140 kV(p) with
280, 613, 292, 178, and 122 mAs tube current, respectively. The
common parameters are presented in Table 1. The applied dose
was close to the level normally used for abdominal CTwith IR.
The potential for dose reduction using IR algorithms was not eval-
uated in this study.
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CT Scanner and Reconstruction Kernels

All scans were performed on a Siemens Somatom Defini-
tion Flash dual-source multi-slice CT scanner (Siemens AG,
Forchheim, Germany; http://www.healthcare.siemens.com/
computed-tomography/dual-source-ct/somatom-definition-
flash). The scanner provides both application specific and gen-
eral purpose reconstruction kernels. A summary of the kernels
is presented in Table 2. In this article, we will refer to filtered
back projection (FBP) and the related IRs as a kernel family

or reconstruction family. Some FBP kernels have no iterative
counterpart (Table 2), and some of them (B22f, B23f ) are not
present at 70 kV(p).

In this study, the general body kernels were investigated
both with FBP and IR where IR was available. The IR is called
Sinogram Affirmed Iterative Reconstruction (SAFIRE), and it
operates in the projection domain in addition to the image domain
to reduce noise and artifacts. The parameter choice of SAFIRE is
its level or strength, which can be varied from 1 to 5.

Minimizing External Effects
All of the measurements were performed in the exact same

patient-table positions without modifying anything in the setup
except the tube voltages which yielded one scan for every tube
voltage. Therefore, at a given tube voltage, every reconstruc-
tion used the exact same raw data. Both positioning and inter-
phantom differences were supposed to be eliminated with
this approach.

Linearity
One of the most important image quality features is CT

number linearity. Computed tomography images are graphical

FIGURE 2. Main components of the CTP515 module.
Contrast-to-noisemeasurement is performed using 2 ROIs, one in
the largest 1% cylinder and one close to it in the background.
Figure 2 can be viewed online in color at www.jcat.org.

FIGURE 1. Main components of the CTP404 module. CT numbers
aremeasured in 7 positions. Figure 1 can be viewed online in color
at www.jcat.org.

TABLE 1. Scan and Reconstruction Parameters

CTDIvol 10.0 mGy
Data collection diameter 500 mm
Reconstruction diameter 300 mm
Single collimation width 0.6 mm
Total collimation width 38.4 mm
Pitch 0.6 mm
Rotation speed 0.5 s
No. axial slices 103
Slice thickness 2.0 mm
Matrix size 512 � 512
In plane voxel size 0.586 mm

TABLE 2. Reconstruction Kernels

Kernel Family FBP IR Sharpness, Purpose

10 B10f — Very smooth
20 B20f — Smooth
22 B22f — Smooth, quantitative
23 B23f — Smooth, quantitative with dedicated

iodine beam hardening correction
26 B26f I26 HeartView smooth
30 B30f I30 Medium smooth
31 B31f I31 Medium smooth+
35 B35f — HeartView medium
36 B36f I36 HeartView medium
40 B40f I40 Medium
41 B41f I41 Medium+
45 B45f — Medium, designed for Ca-scoring
46 B46f I46 HeartView sharp
50 B50f I50 Medium sharp
60 B60f — Sharp
70 B70f I70 Very sharp
75 B75f — Very sharp
80 B80f — Ultra sharp

Völgyes et al J Comput Assist Tomogr • Volume 00, Number 00, Month 2016
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representation of the linear x-ray attenuation coefficient (μ) of
an object. Computed tomography numbers are measured in
Hounsfield units (HU), where HU for water is 0, and HU for air
is −1000. However, the relation between CT numbers and μ is
not unambiguous.

A scanner can map the same physical object into slightly
different CT numbers depending for instance on the spectrum
of the x-ray tube, reconstruction kernel, or correction algorithms
such as a dedicated beam hardening correction. Computed to-
mography numbers are sometimes directly used in diagnostics;
therefore, it is of utmost importance that these values are accu-
rate. If 2 kernels give different mean CT numbers for the same
area, then any comparative study between them should take this
fact into account.

The CTP404 module (Fig. 1) of Catphan 600 phantom con-
tains 6 cylindrical inserts filled with solid materials and 1 with air
as reference materials, and an optional water insert which was not
used in this study. The reference materials [acrylic, polystyrene,
low density polyethylene (LDPE), polymethylpentene (PMP),
Delrin (DuPont's registered trademark), and Teflon (DuPont's reg-
istered trademark)] were selected to ensure that, for the most im-
portant density regions, the CT scanner produces the expected
image. The references objects are cylinders with 10-mm diameter.
To avoid edge effects radially, a centered circular region of interest
(ROI) with 5-mm diameter were used for the measurements.
Along the axial direction, measurements from 7 slices (2 mm
each) were used to reduce the effect of statistical fluctuations.
The ROI of the measurements consisted of 399 voxels. Nominal
values are reported in Table 3 for the phantom materials and for
some similar typical tissues, based on the phantom reference
manual13 and Holmes et al.14

Contrast-to-Noise Ratio
Low contrast detectability is an important CT image quality

descriptor. The CTP515 module supports both psychophysical
tests and numerical comparisons. The numerical evaluation re-
quires the calculation of contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR). Many dif-
ferent definitions exist and any of them can be used as long as it is
used for relative comparisons. Contrast-to-noise ratio is calculated
as follows15:

CNR ¼ 2 SA ‐SBð Þ
σ2
A þ σ2

B

2

Here SA and SB are the mean values for signals with 2 ROIs, and
σ2
A and σ2

B are the variances of these signals, respectively.
The CNR value for each reconstruction was calculated from

the same ROI pixels using the low contrast detectability cylinder
with the largest diameter (15 mm) with 1% (10 HU) density as
the signal, and a corresponding region of the same size just out-
side as the background. The central 10 mm area in 7 slices
(2 mm each) was used for the measurement, which comprised
1575 voxels. The setup is depicted in Figure 2.

Data Collection
Each reconstruction provided 8 data points: 7 mean CT num-

bers for different materials, and 1 CNR. The materials had a nom-
inal CT density to which the measurements should be compared
during a QA test. Deviation from the nominal values should be
in a certain range.13 The available combinations of tube voltages
and kernels (FBP and SAFIRE) yielded 313 reconstructions,
which resulted in 2504 data points for CT numbers and CNR.

RESULTS

Linearity
Figures 3 to 9 visualize the measured mean CT numbers in

the ROIs. The coloring in these figures is aimed to visualize the
distribution of the negative (blue), close to zero (gray), and posi-
tive (red) relative differences. It is clear from these figures that
there are kernels with similar properties. The kernels 22, 31, 35,
36, 41, 45, 46, and 50 are all within the ±3 HU range of the refer-
ence kernel for which kernel 36 was chosen. This group can be
extended with kernels 60, 70, and 75, if the range is increased to
±4 HU, and air measurements are excluded.

Also, a second, smaller, weaker group of kernels can be iden-
tified. The core of this group consists of kernels 26 and 30 where
the reported mean values differ in less than ±1 HU. Kernel 40
shows similar properties for medium attenuations (±2.5 HU) but
for Teflon and air the differences are larger, up to 8.1 HU. Summa-
rizing these results, the 2 groups consist of these reconstructions,
where parenthesis shows the eased conditions for group 1:

FIGURE 3. Relative CT number differences for air. The values are relative to the B36f kernel at the given energy. B22f and B23f kernels cannot
be used for 70-kV(p) scans. Figure 3 can be viewed online in color at www.jcat.org.

TABLE 3. Attenuation Values for Phantom Materials and
Typical Tissues

Material or Tissue Attenuation, HU

Air −1046:−986
PMP −220:−172
LDPE −121:−87
Water −7:7
Polystyrene −65:−29
Acrylic 92:137
Delrin 344:387
Teflon 941:1060
Lung −600:−400
Fat −100:−60
Soft tissue 40:80
Bone 400:1000
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• 22, 31, 35, 36, 41, 45, 46, 50, (60, 70, 75)
• 26, 30, 40

The CT number uniformity tests allow a ±4HU range for wa-
ter or water equivalent material only.2 This kind of uniformity is
not required for air and dense materials where noise and artifacts
might play significant roles. The previously mentioned 2 groups
yield lower inhomogeneities for medium dense materials than
the requirement for homogeneity. However, if a material has to
be excluded (air, Teflon) although it is not tested in standard ho-
mogeneity tests, then it shows a weaker connection.

The rest of the kernels (10, 20, 23, and 80) sometimes show
similarities to other kernels but not strong enough to associate
them with one of the groups. The unique behavior of kernel 23
can be explained by the fact that it applies a dedicated iodine beam
hardening correction.

Low Contrast Detectability
One of the important measures in low contrast detectability is

CNR. In general, IRs reduce the noise level and improve CNR.
This does not, however, necessarily improve the diagnostic image
quality, and often a medium noise suppression is preferred.16

Three relations were examined as follows:
• correlation between CNR and SAFIRE level for a given kernel,
• CNR as function of SAFIRE level at given tube voltages,

• relative CNR improvement as function of SAFIRE level at
given tube voltages.

First, sharper kernels benefited relatively more from IR, as it
is demonstrated for 120 kV(p) in Figure 10. Other tube voltages
produced similar results. Second, 2 of the 3 cardiac kernels (26,
36) show lower CNR for low level IR (SAFIRE 1) than for FBP.
This was found for all tube voltages. Figure 11 depicts kernel 26
with this strange result, and Figure 12 shows the general case.
Figure 13 shows all kernels with IR at 120 kV(p). Third, the same
2 kernels (26, 36) produced lower CNR values with IR than their
slightly sharper general body kernel versions. This means that,
while with FBP, kernel 26 is smoother than kernel 30; 36 is
smoother than 40 and 41. This reverses at SAFIRE 3, kernel 30
became smoother than 26 whereas kernel 41 and 40 became
smoother than 36 (Fig. 11). [CNR figures of the remaining kernels
and peak tube voltages are present online as Supplemental Digital
Content (see Figures, Supplemental Digital Content 1, http://links.
lww.com/RCT/A56).]

DISCUSSION

CT Numbers
Reported mean CT numbers might be affected by the size and

the position of the ROIs. One particular example is beam-hardening

FIGURE4. Relative CT number differences for PMPmaterial relative to the B36f kernel. Figure 4 can be viewed online in color at www.jcat.org.

FIGURE5. Relative CT number differences for LDPEmaterial relative to the B36f kernel. Figure 5 can be viewed online in color at www.jcat.org.

FIGURE 6. Relative CT number differences for polystyrene material relative to the B36f kernel. Figure 6 can be viewed online in color
at www.jcat.org.
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artifact, which is a low-frequency artifact, and thus its appear-
ance is affected by the low-frequency part of the modulation
transfer function. Beam hardening is also sensitive to the x-ray
spectrum, peak tube voltages, and patient size, among other fac-
tors. Therefore, linearity check alone cannot claim equivalence
of 2 kernels. However, it is enough to claim that 2 kernels produce
different results with a ROI size used in QA tests. The relatively
small phantom size (20-cm diameter) and the fact that the results
show no clear pattern when tube potential changes, imply that
beam hardening is not the reason for the presented results. Images
of some selected slices are presented in the Supplemental Digital
Content (see Figures, Supplemental Digital Content 1, http://
links.lww.com/RCT/A56).

There are 3 cases where similar behavior can be assumed for
the kernels, see the kernel overview in Table 2. The cardiac ker-
nels (26, 36, and 46) are different, not only in sharpness, but also
kernel 26 yields different CT numbers from the 36's and 46's re-
sults. According to the application guide, kernels 30 and 31 (me-
dium smooth andmedium smooth+ kernels) should have the same
visual sharpness, although with a slightly different noise structure.
Therefore, it could be assumed, incorrectly, that they also produce
similar mean CT numbers. The exact same pattern repeats with
kernels 40 and 41 (medium and medium+ kernels).

These differences among the kernels should be taken into
account during protocol optimization because they might affect
the HU values and potentially the diagnostics. The assumption
that kernels with similar purpose (eg, cardiac, same sharpness

but different noise structure) yield similar mean CT numbers
can be misleading.

In this study, no effect on the mean HU numbers was seen for
SAFIRE compared to the corresponding FBP kernels. This is in
accordance with other studies reporting for some selected kernels
that they are not significantly affected by SAFIRE.17

FIGURE 7. Relative CT number differences for acrylic material relative to the B36f kernel. Figure 7 can be viewed online in color at www.jcat.org.

FIGURE 8. Relative CT number differences for Delrin material relative to the B36f kernel. Figure 8 can be viewed online in color at www.jcat.org.

FIGURE 9. Relative CT number differences for Teflonmaterial relative to the B36f kernel. Figure 9 can be viewed online in color at www.jcat.org.

FIGURE 10. Relative CNR changes for various kernels at 120 kV(p).
Figure 10 can be viewed online in color at www.jcat.org.
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CNR and IR Level

It is important to note that CNR depends on dose level, pa-
tient size, tube voltages, among other factors, and therefore, the
findings in this article might not be universal. Sharper kernels pro-
duce higher noise levels, and the main advantage of IRs is the re-
duction of the noise level. This implies that the sharper kernels
benefit more from IRs. However, the CNR decrease for the rela-
tively smooth kernels 26 and 36 at SAFIRE 1 is unexpected. The
CNR decrease could originate from signal change or from noise
level change. In both cases, the cause of the lower CNR was con-
sistently the higher noise level at SAFIRE 1. For these 2 kernels,
changes in the CNR changes are decomposed into a signal and a
noise part in the Supplemental Digital Content (see Figures, Sup-
plemental Digital Content 1, http://links.lww.com/RCT/A56).

If one kernel is smoother and has higher CNR than another
one (eg, B26f and B36f ), then this order is expected to remain un-
changed even if IR is applied (eg, I26 and I36 at SAFIRE 5). The
mentioned break in the CNR curves invalidates this assumption
for kernels 26 and 36. However, for the rest of the kernels, the as-
sumption remains true. Contrast-to-noise ratio is only one of the

many aspects of image quality. Despite the lower CNR results,
these kernels might remain favorable for specific applications
due to, for example, their different noise structure, but caution
is recommended.

CONCLUSIONS
Unexpected results were found both for mean CT num-

bers and for low contrast detectability. Although kernels are
manufacturer-specific, the conclusion is general: even with
widely used kernels, differences can easily be overlooked. There-
fore, any protocol optimization effort should devote extra atten-
tion to this detail.

This study shows that for kernels normally used for soft tis-
sue, the HU values will be minimally shifted for tissue densities
close to zero. The HU shifts were, however, observed for tissue
densities in the higher and lower part of the HU scale. The results
show that it is important that radiologists use absolute HU values
with care for diagnostic purposes.

It is worth mentioning that the unexpected results are related
to the arguable most frequently used medium soft and medium
kernels (26, 36, 30, 31, 40, and 41). Future work should settle
the question whether modulation transfer function and noise
power spectrum provide any similar results. Dose level, patient
or phantom size, material-specific modulation transfer function,
and kernel-specific correction algorithms make the optimization
task even more complex.
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A B S T R A C T

Objective: Confirmation whether an optimized clinical cardiac CT scan protocol is also optimal for post mortem
cardiac CT scans without iodine contrast or the reconstruction parameters should be changed.
Materials and methods: 27 CT volumes (three cases for three recon- struction kernel with three different iterative
reconstruction settings) were graded by six readers in order to find the optimal reconstruction parame- ters. The
scans were performed on a Siemens Definition Flash CT scanner using 120 kV tube potentials.
Results: The study has shown that from the investigated options the softest cardiac kernel with the strongest
iterative reconstruction were pre- ferred by the readers (I26 Safire 3).
Conclusion: The results indicate that the scan protocol which was adopted from clinical practice is applicable in
forensic radiology too even though iodine contrast agent was not administered.

1. Introduction

The number of performed forensic computed tomography (CT)
scans is con- siderable smaller than in general clinical practice. While
special circumstances might require specialized methodology [1],
clinical scans form the basis for recommended protocols for routine post
mortem scans. The post mortem alterations [2] and the general lack of
iodine contrast administration might introduce a need for scan proto-
cols optimized for forensics medicine. Cardiac pathology is the most
common cause of sudden unexpected death, and dedicated post mortem
cardiac CT (PMcCT) is an experimental attempt to better visualize pa-
thology when angiography has not been performed.

The aim of this study was to evaluate whether readers find the same
cardiac CT scan protocol best for post mortem investigation as is re-
commended for clin- ical scans even though inferior vena cava (IVC)
contrast was not administered. Filtered back projection (FBP) is con-
sidered the gold standard reconstruction for decades in CT imaging. The
main drawback of FBP is the fact that it cannot take noise properties of
the signal into account. Iterative reconstruc- tion (IR) was introduced to
more accurately model the physical and statistical

phenomena. IR achieves similar-to-FBP image quality at reduced
dose, or less noise at same dose level. However, iterative reconstruction

also changes the noise power spectrum, and the textures in the image.
Depending on the modeling strategy, whether it is image-space only,
sinogram-space, or both, and what physical phenomena are included in
the model, finding the optimal parameters are still an open question.
FBP has more limited options to mitigate noise. Different kernel-fa-
milies were developed by the vendors to find a good balance between
sharpness and noise. Often the iterative reconstructions are derived
from the FBP reconstruction, and they try to yield the same sharpness as
their FBP counterparts but with reduced noise level. Detailed review
about the state of the art iterative algorithms was published by Geyer
et al. [3]

Image quality (IQ) assessment is a major challenge in radiology due
to the multivariate optimization problem such as dose, sharpness, noise,
among others [4–6]. Several methods are applied in order to determine
the best clinical settings, as it presented in a review from Månsson et al.
[7].

While special circumstances, e.g. presence of foreign objects, might
cause image artifacts [8], arguable post mortem alterations mostly af-
fect the subjective image quality. If readers evaluate several different
reconstructions, would they prefer the same reconstruction settings as it
was recommended in the clinical practice? This question is the core of
this paper, and a visual grading study was performed to answer it.
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Arguably, one of the most frequently used methods for subjective IQ
assessment in radiology is the visual grading (VG) with or without re-
ference image [7]. It has advantages, it scales well with the number of
images, and has disadvan- tages, e.g. the difficulty of choosing criteria.
The European Commission (EC) released guidelines for image quality
criteria for computed tomography [9] which helps to standardize them.
Similarly, the statistical analysis of VGA studies went through a long
evolution from t-tests to visual grading characteristics (VGC) [10] and
visual grading regression (VGR) [11].

This paper focuses on two choices for protocol optimization: the
reconstruction kernel selection and the use of iterative reconstruction.
These options were investigated using published IQ criteria, and ana-
lyzed with VGR.

Many other parameters could be investigated, including dose, slice
thickness, tube voltage, but in this study these parameters were kept
constant, and only the effect of the various kernels and iterative re-
construction parameters was studied.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Data collection and readers

Three cardiac scans, later referenced as cases, performed on a
Siemens Somatom Definition Flash dual-source multi-slice CT scanner
(Siemens AG, Forchheim, Germany) 1 were selected for the study using
three different reconstruction kernels with filtered back projection
(FBP) and two iterative reconstruction (Safire 2 and 3). B26, B36 and
B46 kernels were used for FBP, and the closely related I26, I36, I46
kernels were used for Safire reconstructions. The three scans with three
kernels and the three reconstruction options yielded 27 CT volumes in
total.

FBP and Safire 2 and 3 were chosen because in general these are the
gold standard and the most preferred options [12], respectively. Scan
and reconstruction parameters are presented in Table 1. Automatic dose
modulation were used, and the table contains the effective tube current.

In this paper, B26/I26 notation refers to the group of B26 with FBP
and I26 with Safire 2 and Safire 3. B36/I36 and B46/I46 follow the
same logic.

These CT volumes were presented to six readers on calibrated 10 bit
medical display (EIZO Radiforce G222) from approximately 60 cm dis-
tance and using the display windows set by the scanner. No time con-
straints were given. The volumes were presented blinded, anonymized
and in randomized order for each reader, both with respect to the re-
construction parameters and to the cases.

The three of the six readers were experienced radiographers, and
three of the six were second year radiographer students. At the begin-
ning of the reading session the objectives of the study and the use of the
evaluation software were explained to the readers and they could ask as
questions if they wished.

However, one of the readers (reader 4) made a mistake during re-
cording responses, and was allowed to restart the study. While in-
cluding or excluding this reader does not change the outcome, later we
decided to exclude the reader's responses from the study. However, the
responses are available in the online dataset.

2.2. Visual grading

Seven criteria were presented to the readers in their native lan-
guage, and they were asked to score the CT volumes on a 5-grade scale
where 1 was the worst and 5 was the best. The translation of the criteria
and the specific meaning of the grades were presented in Tables 2, 3,

respectively. The criteria C1-C4 are based on EC guidelines [9], and C5-
C7 are meant to represent general perceived image quality.

ViewDEX presentation software [13] were used to display the vo-
lumes and criteria, and record the responses and the response times.
The response times were only used for quality control (see in Discussion
part), and were not taken into account as image quality descriptors.

2.3. Data analysis

Visual grading uses ordinal scale which means that higher score
belongs to better results but the difference between 2 and 3 is not ne-
cessarily the same as between 3 and 4. The aim is to determine which
kernel and which iterative reconstruction perform the best while the
external factors (e.g. reader differences) are taken into account.

For this purpose, visual grading regression [11] was developed,
which is model based on ordinal logistic regression. This model predicts
the logarithm of odds ratio (OR) changes if a risk factor is present.
These odds ratios are a bit harder to interpret than differences between

Table 1

Scan and reconstruction parameters.

Scan parameter Value

Tube potential 120 kV
Tube current 400mAs (effective)
Total detector collimation 38.4 mm
Dose modulation on
Slice thickness 1 mm
Pitch 0.6
Window center 200 HU
Window width 600 HU

Table 2

Criteria for visual grading.

Identifier Criterion

C1 Visually sharp reproduction of the heart
C2 Reproduction of the left venticular
C3 Visually sharp reproduction of the pleuromediastinal border
C4 Sharp/clear demarcation of the aortic wall
C5 General impression of contrast
C6 General impression of noise
C7 General impression of artifacts

Table 3

Scoring levels for visual grading.

Criteria Score Confidence level

C1, C2, C3, C4 5 Very well reproduced – the structure had completely
distinct shape

(see Table 2) 4 Well reproduced – the structure was clearly reproduced
3 Adequate reproduced – the structure was moderately

reproduced
2 Poorly reproduced - the structure was vaguely

reproduced
1 Not reproduced - the structure could not be discerned

Contrast with regards to diagnostic

C5 5 Very good
4 Good
3 Medium
2 Low
1 Unacceptable

Noise level and artefact with regards to diagnostics

are

C6, C7 5 Not disturbing at all
4 Barely disturbing
3 Moderately disturbing
2 Quite disturbing
1 Highly disturbing

1 https://www.healthcare.siemens.com/computed-tomography/dual-source-ct/
somatom-definition-flash, visited on 21st April 2017.

2 http://www.ampronix.com/eizo-radiforce-g22.html, visited on 21st April 2017.
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mean values, but they are mathematically more founded. For details of
VGR we refer back to the original publication [11]. However, the mean
VGA score (VGAS) [7] is still widely used, and despite their short-
comings [14], shows the magnitude of the difference between options,
and makes the results more comparable to other VGA stu.

VGAS is calculated as follows:

=
∑

VGAS
S

N N

I N C

I R

,

(1)

where Sc is the given score, and it should be averaged for the number of
readers(NR) and the number of images (NI).

For using ordinal scale and taking into account the different factors
(kernels, iterative reconstruction, readers differences, etc.), and de-
ciding whether an effect is significant, one should use the regression
model.

The data analysis were conducted with the R open source statistical
langauge [15]. The ordinal logistic regression model is calculated with
the MASS package [16] from R. Using R's notation, the model is the
following:

∼ + + +polr score IR Kernel ReaderID CaseID( )  (2)

where polr denotes the ordinal logistic regression function, score is the
predicate, and IR, Kernel, ReaderID and CaseID are the non-numeric
groups for iterative reconstructions, reconstruction kernels, readers and
the scanned volume, respectively. This model takes into account the
iterative reconstructions, the kernels and also the differences between
the readers and between the cases. These later two factors might in-
fluence the scores, therefore, they should be taken into account.

For each criterion, the odds ratios with corresponding p-values were
deter- mined. The odds ratios in the ordinal logistic regression model
are multiplicative factors, if more than two options are present.

Tables 4, 5 report the result of the statistical model of VGR for
different iterative reconstruction options and for the different kernels,
respectively. Note that the model uses B26 with FBP as baseline, and
results show the increased or decreased odds if a parameter was
changed. To ease the interpretation, the most preferred options are
presented in the last column of the tables.

All criteria were related to an overall image quality. The line overall

refers to the mean of the scores given averaging the scores over the
criteria. As mentioned before, calculating VGAS is a very basic ap-
proach, but it is still frequently used and to give a complete picture
Table 6 presents the mean values for this overall image quality score.
Due to the shortcomings of this simple model, it would be misleading to
present p-values and confidence intervals for this model.

3. Results

Tables 4, 5 show that I26 and Safire 3 were the most preferred re-
construction options. Safire 3 performed significantly better than Safire
2 or the baseline FBP reconstruction. On the other hand, B26/I26
performed best in all but one case. However, difference between B26/

I26 and B36/I36 was not statistically significant in any of the cases. In
general B46/I46 performed worse than the other two options, and in
half of the cases it was statistically significantly worse. These results are
in agreement with the simpler VGAS in the Table 6.

The logistic model assumes that there is no interaction between the
covariates. Due to the number of observations in this study, interaction
between the covariates could not be investigated to get statistically
significant results for the large number of free parameters.

In addition to the regression model, Spearman's rank order corre-
lation was used to investigate the responses to the different criteria and
to analyze the agreement between readers. Correlation plot in Fig. 1
shows that scores for all of the criteria are strongly significantly cor-
related (p < 0.001) with each other. However, the linear correlation
coefficients between the criteria are varying, and especially low for
criterion C7.

Similarly, the Spearman's rank order correlation between the
readers’ responses are presented in Fig. 2.

4. Discussion

4.1. Image quality

I26 with Safire 3 was the most preferred technique in this study for
all criteria and for the overall image quality. The difference between
Safire 3 and other options were statistically significant for some criteria
(C1,C2,C3, C6, and overall), the difference between the B26/I26 and
B36/I36 were not statistically significant. The magnitude of the dif-
ferences are easier to observe in Table 6 for VGAS. The difference in
favor of Safire 3 is consistent but small. Evaluation of the clinical re-
levance of this difference is beyond the scope of this paper, and might
be minimal.

The importance of sharpness and noise level depends on the diag-
nostic task. For the criteria in this study B26/I26 was slightly, but not
significantly, better than the sharper B36/I36 kernel. For other criteria
B36/I36 might perform better than B26/I26.

This study did not aim to determine the best possible kernel for a
general post mortem cardiac study, but rather confirm the applicability
of an existing clinical protocol in a forensic setup. If the baseline
method would perform worse than any of the alternatives, then it
would indicate this protocol couldn’t be derived from clinical protocol,
and definitely would need a dedicated protocol optimization study.

The results imply that in this case there is no indication of sub-
optimal performance. Presence of foreign objects, sever tissue de-
gradation or other substantial differences from clinical volumes might
require different protocols.

4.2. Response time analysis

There was no time constraint set for the reading session, but re-
sponse times were recorded for each displayed volume each readers.
and second-round response times for reader #4, who wanted to restart

Table 4

Ordinal logistic regression results for iterative reconstruction options. Most preferred option is summarized in the last column. Significant (p < 0.05) values are indicated with bold font.

Criterion FBP< Safire 2 Safire 2 < Safire 3 Preferred

Odds ratio p 95% CI Odds ratio p 95% CI

C1 1.35 0.458 0.61–3.03 3.04 0.009 1.34–7.06 Safire 3
C2 1.23 0.614 0.55–2.74 2.52 0.025 1.13–5.70 Safire 3
C3 1.01 0.977 0.42–2.42 4.21 0.002 1.71–10.80 Safire 3
C4 1.20 0.666 0.52–2.79 1.88 0.141 0.81–4.38 Safire 3
C5 0.77 0.521 0.34–1.71 1.35 0.461 0.61–3.03 Safire 3
C6 1.20 0.658 0.53–2.76 3.32 0.004 1.47–7.66 Safire 3
C7 0.69 0.380 0.30–1.57 1.15 0.734 0.51–2.62 Safire 3
Overall 1.01 0.974 0.48–2.15 2.67 0.011 1.26–5.73 Safire 3
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the study after a few volumes to correct her answers.
The response time graph (Fig. 3) is included for two reasons. First, it

is a legitimate concern that readers became tired during the study and
they lost attention. A linear fit after the fifth response shows that
average the response times slightly decreased as the study proceeded.
This change is approximately 0.5 s/volume which is statistically not
significant, and arguably negligible. Second reason for the graph is to
demonstrate that the readers used similar amount of time even though

they were not constrained. The response time for the very first task was
excluded for all readers because it contained the preparation time too.

4.3. Outliers

One reader gave counter-intuitive responses for the last criterion.
Does inclusion or exclusion of these responses change the final results?
The above analysis included all the responses. Excluding these pre-
sumed outliers would slightly decrease the p-values, but would not
change significance. We did not consider them influential and rather
kept the original data set.

4.4. Inter-observer differences

Both the response time analysis and the outlier points indicate some
inter- observer differences. This difference might originate from the
challenging evaluation of forensic volumes, but it also might be an

Table 5

Ordinal logistic regression results for reconstruction kernels. Most preferred option is summarized in the last column. Significant (p < 0.05) values are indicated with bold font.

Criterion B26/I26 < B36/I36 B36/I36 < B46/I46 Preferred

Odds ratio p 95% CI Odds ratio p 95% CI

C1 0.87 0.722 0.39–1.92 0.48 0.080 0.21–1.09 B26/I26
C2 0.58 0.180 0.26–1.28 0.68 0.341 0.30–1.51 B26/I26
C3 0.55 0.190 0.22–1.33 0.27 0.005 0.11–0.67 B26/I26
C4 0.86 0.725 0.37–2.00 0.27 0.003 0.11–0.63 B26/I26
C5 0.64 0.281 0.29–1.43 0.44 0.053 0.19–1.01 B26/I26
C6 0.47 0.073 0.21–1.07 0.12 <0.001 0.05–0.29 B26/I26
C7 0.83 0.655 0.37–1.86 0.81 0.609 0.36–1.83 B26/I26
Overall 0.59 0.150 0.28–1.21 0.28 0.001 0.13–0.59 B26/I26

Table 6

Overall mean scores for the different kernels and reconstruction options. Highest value is
indicated with bold font.

FBP Safire 2 Safire 3

B26/I26 3.12 3.22 3.46

B36/I36 3.20 2.97 3.29
B46/I46 2.74 2.93 3.15

Fig. 1. Spearman correlation of the scores between the criteria. Distribution of the scores are plotted with blue density maps with local curve fit. Significance levels are: p < 0.05(*),

p < 0.01(**), p < 0.001(***).
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underlying difference between the readers. We felt important to dis-
close this limitation of the study, and presented it in the most concise
form in Fig. 2. Note that reader 4 was removed from study, as it was
mentioned in the Materials and methods section.

4.5. Future work

Visual grading analysis has known short-comings. Most notably,
VGA requires large number of responses to differentiate between si-
milar quality images. The readers also might change their preference

scale during the reading session which is known as adaptation [17]. To
overcome these limitations, pairwise comparisons [18] (PC) might
follow VG sessions. While PC makes easier to choose the best from two
options, the number of comparisons increase quadratically with the
number of options. Similarly to VG, strict criteria are required for PC to
avoid being a „beauty contest‘’ and other systematic errors.

5. Conclusion

The study found the same kernel and iterative reconstruction (I26
Safire 3) optimal in forensic CT as in clinical use, despite the differences
between the clinical and forensic setups.

Acknowledging the limitations of the study in the discussion part,
there is no indication that applying a clinical protocol in post mortem
scans would change the readers’ preferred reconstruction, as long as the
criteria are the same and the post mortem alterations are not sever.
Statistically significant difference in preference does not necessarily
mean difference in diagnostic performance.
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Abstract: Computed Tomography (CT) images have a high dynamic range, which makes visualization
challenging. Histogram equalization methods either use spatially invariant weights or limited
kernel size due to the complexity of pairwise contribution calculation. We present a weighted
histogram equalization-based tone mapping algorithm which utilizes Fast Fourier Transform
for distance-dependent contribution calculation and distance-based weights. The weights follow
power-law without distance-based cut-off. The resulting images have good local contrast without
noticeable artefacts. The results are compared to eight popular tone mapping operators.

Keywords: tone mapping; histogram equalization; CT

1. Introduction

Global and local contrasts are often imperfect in images. The available dynamic range of the
display is either not utilized, or, on the contrary, the range is wider than the low dynamic range display.

Medical images, particularly Computed Tomography (CT) images, are challenging to visualize.
First, artefacts could lead to inferior diagnostic performance [1]. Second, a lack of good local contrast
could also limit diagnostic performance; local contrast enhancement can improve diagnostic efficiency [2]
or significantly reduce interpretation times [3]. Third, CT images have low soft tissue contrast, a relatively
high noise level compared to magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and they have a high dynamic range
(approximately 12 bits) [4].

CT images represent absolute tissue densities using CT numbers that are measured in Hounsfield
units (HU) [5]. This calibrated nature of the CT imaging makes it appealing to use global, monotonic
tone mapping operators (TMO) which assign the same color to pixels representing the same tissue
density, regardless of the location of the pixels.

Specialized protocols are developed for diagnosing specific pathologies. However, the need for
image post-processing in order to obtain better local contrast [6–8] dates back decades.

In the following, we briefly overview the most important approaches for global and local contrast
enhancement approaches for CT images before we present our proposed local method.

Algorithms 2018, 11, 111; doi:10.3390/a11080111 www.mdpi.com/journal/algorithms
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1.1. Histogram Methods

Histogram equalization [9] is one of the simplest contrast adjusting algorithms, and it has been
applied to CT images since the mid-1980s [6]. The main idea is that every shade available should be
used for approximately the same number of pixels. Assuming N different shades, the frequency of a
shade is then:

pi =
1
N

. (1)

Histogram equalization is a kind of maximum-entropy approach because Shannon-entropy
Equation (2) has its maximum when the probabilities are equal:

S = −∑
i

pi log pi. (2)

Brightness is assigned to a given shade using, F, the cumulative distribution function of the pixel
values and U as the cumulative distribution function of a uniform distribution:

shade = U(F−1(x)). (3)

While histogram equalization has some very useful properties, it does not guarantee good local
contrast. One approach could be to minimize normalized Shannon information distance between the
source distribution and the displayed image, which is the basis of the CT windowing algorithm from
Nikvand et al. [10]. Despite its adaptive nature, this algorithm belongs to the global operators, and
might not yield good local contrast, and its generalization seems to be non-trivial.

Local histogram equalization (LHE) [11] is meant to solve the problem of local contrast using a
sliding window histogram and equalizing the local histograms. This algorithm could over-amplify local
noise, especially for homogeneous regions which are larger than the window size. Contrast-limited
adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE) [7] uses an upper limit for the histogram bins. If a bin has
higher counts than this number, the peak is truncated at the limit, and the extra counts are distributed
to all of the bins uniformly. This effectively prevents high peaks in the histogram from over-stretching.
In the case of an extremely small limit, all of the bins become truncated, and then the cut area is
redistributed uniformly, which leads to a flat histogram. However, CLAHE has a limited window size
which leads to halos, while larger windows limit the locality and adaptiveness of the algorithm.

Not only spatial adaptation, but also histogram processing is the subject of intensive research.
The contrast limitation in CLAHE can be seen as an early approach. Another approach could be
splitting the histogram into two or more parts, and equalizing them into pre-determined ranges.
This technique is known as bi-histogram equalization [12]. This ensures that every important part of
the histogram gets enough dynamic range. For instance, in CT images, the histogram could be split
into three parts, representing lung tissue, soft tissues, and bones.

A generalized form is prescribing the shape of the histogram [13], using cumulation functions [14],
or requiring the extreme of a mapping descriptor, for instance, the above-mentioned normalized
information distance [10].

One of the most appealing features of the histogram-based methods is the fact that the individual
processing methods could be combined easily. For instance, the CLAHE algorithm could easily be
combined with the bi-histogram equalization approach.

1.2. Tone Mapping

CT images are often windowed, which means that only part of the dynamic range is displayed,
and this part is processed with histogram equalization-based methods.

The problem can be seen as a high dynamic range imaging issue: the high dynamic range CT
image should be tone mapped to be displayed on a low dynamic range display while preserving
local contrast.
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High dynamic range images are often processed with tone mapping operators to keep or
enhance local contrast while compressing the dynamic range, to fit into the displaying medium’s
dynamic range.

Besides histogram equalization, the simplest dynamic range compression algorithm is gamma
compression which maps source image intensity to a target image intensity in the following way:

I = Iγ
0 , (4)

where I0, I are the source and target images, respectively. I0(x, y) and I(x, y) are used to refer to the
pixel values of these images.

While this effectively reduces the dynamic range if γ < 1, it does not ensure good local contrast.
A popular choice to keep or increase local contrast is the base layer—detail layer separation. The base
layer (B) of an image consists of larger structures and has a high dynamic range, while the detail layer
(D) is the difference between the original image (I0) and the base layer:

B = F (I0), (5)

D = I0 − B. (6)

Any filter which removes small details could be used for this separation, including a Gaussian
filter, and edge preserving denoising filters (median, total variation minimization, bilateral filter,
among others).

After the dynamic range compression of the base layer, the details should be added back using
a scale factor (α) and can even be enhanced. This could be simple multiplication (α > 1), or more
sophisticated edge enhancement where the detail layer is pre-processed before it is combined with the
compressed base layer into a tone mapped image (TMI):

TMI = compress{B}+ α · D. (7)

This base-detail layer separation technique is the basis of numerous algorithms. Using a
Gaussian filter for detail separation and leaving the base layer uncompressed yields the unsharp
masking algorithm, which belongs to the wider class of local contrast enhancement techniques.
Applying any compression on the base layer, even simple linear rescaling, yields a tone mapping
algorithm. The approach can be generalized into multi-layer separation using linear [15] or nonlinear
decomposition [16]. The quality of these approaches depends on the separation filter and the base
layer compression. One very active research area is to find good, edge preserving filters avoiding
such artefacts. For instance, the following filters were proposed for base-detail separation: Gaussian
filter, anisotropic diffusion, weighted least squares (WLS) [16], total variation (TV) based filters using
L1 [17] and L0 [18] norms and bilateral filter [19], among others. While this separation is more like a
framework than an algorithm, it is an important building block of tone mapping operators and detail
manipulation algorithms.

Besides the layer separation approach, many other tone mapping approaches have been
developed. Reinhard’02 operator simulates the effect of photographic zones with an additional
dodging-and-burning step [20]. Fattal’s approach [21] is based on gradient attenuation. The smaller
than threshold gradients are slightly magnified while larger gradients are suppressed. The attenuated
gradients lead to a Laplace–Poisson problem which can be solved iteratively. Mantiuk presented
a perceptual framework for contrast processing, which is related to the gradient suppression
approach but models perceptual contrast. This is not the only way to model the human visual
system (HVS). Drago’s method is built on the logarithmic compression of luminance values [22],
and the Reinhard’05 [23] operator models the photoreceptor adaptation on local and global levels.
The approach by Ferradans et al. [24] models visual adaptation for global tone mapping which is
followed by a second stage local contrast enhancement. The Mantiuk’08 operator [25] iteratively
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minimizes the visible distortion of the image measured by an error metric, and takes into account both
the display properties and the properties of HVS. Color perception plays a central role in retinex-based
TMO [26] and in the so-called iCAM model which is a ‘next-generation color appearance model’ [27].
For further details, we refer the interested reader to the literature [28,29].

Our proposed method builds on spatially weighted histogram equalization. It can be seen as
an effective tone mapping approach or as a method for local contrast enhancement. Our aim was to
avoid halos and artefacts of local histogram methods and ensure good local contrast. While histogram
methods have been used for medical image processing since the 1980s, the effectiveness of tone
mapping operators has also been demonstrated on medical images, for instance Fattal’s method [21].

The literature on histogram methods and tone mapping operators is vast; further details can be
found, for instance, in [30].

2. Problem Statement

Good local contrast has a very important role in computed tomography (CT) images used for
diagnosing pathologies [31]. Unlike traditional photographs, CT images contain a measurement of
material densities, and these are unaffected by irradiation. Traditional tone mapping assumes that the
image is the product of illumination and reflectance [32].

CT images also have huge dynamic range, and a global histogram equalization would not yield
good enough local contrast, while local methods might yield unwanted halos. Our main goal is to
develop an algorithm which is able to compress high dynamic range images into a low dynamic range
while presenting as much local information as possible, preserving the main structures, not exhibiting
strong halos, and more or less keeping pixel intensity ordering.

Theoretically, any tone mapping operator could be used for medical images. However,
the required contrast strongly depends on the tissue, and the absolute contrast is the smallest for
medium CT densities, for instance kidney (20–45 HU), muscle (35–55 HU) [33], while the absolute
contrast is large for small CT densities, for instance gas volumes (−1000 HU) and lung tissue
(−700–500 HU) [34] and also large for dense parts, such as calcification (>150 HU) and bones [35].
Traditional tone mapping operators do not necessarily perform well for these regions, global histogram
equalization lacks locality, while local histogram equalization methods (LHE/CLAHE) often lead
to halos.

In practical terms, the aim of this paper is to develop a local tone mapping operator which lies
somewhere between global and local histogram equalization and combines their advantages and
avoids their shortcomings.

3. Theory

The main drawback of local histogram equalization methods is the often visible halos around
strong edges. This issue originates from the limited size of the locality window. However, applying a
large window limits the locality of the method, and gradually converges towards a global method,
while it requires more computational power. Using adjacent or slightly overlapping blocks instead of
sliding windows could effectively reduce the required resources, but could lead to blocking artefacts.

Our approach is built on the following ideas:

• Local neighborhood is important in order to determine a given pixel’s intensity.
• Neighborhood should not have a strong cut-off; the weighted contribution of the whole image

should be taken into account.
• The contribution is a decreasing function of the distance.
• The contribution can be calculated using a Fast Fourier transform (FFT) [36].
• The intensity of the pixel is determined based on the local relative intensities in the source image.
• Locality and noise tolerance are equally important.

The concept of using convolution to calculate the sliding window local histogram was established
decades ago [11]. Initially, the rectangular window function was used; later, this was generalized to
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other shapes and functions. However, to the best of our knowledge, the weighting function always
had a cut-off, either determined by the window size, or by the fast decreasing weights, such as
Gaussian weighting.

We argue that a power function should be used as the weighting function for two reasons.
First, according to Blommaert [37], normalized local contributions to perceived brightness follow a
power-law with a negative exponent:

W(r) ∼ 1
ra . (8)

Using this function family means that our proposed algorithm uses a similar weighting approach
as the human visual system.

Second, intuitively, this function shape is required for good local contrast without creating
halos: if the function does not decrease fast enough, the weighting will resemble a global histogram
equalization and will not sufficiently prioritize local information. On the other hand, if the weighting
function has a small effective kernel, either because of the window size, or because of the too fast
decreasing weights, then the further lying pixels will not contribute enough to the local histograms
which leads to halos around sharp edges. However, this effect can be controlled using contrast
stretching limitations, such as in CLAHE.

The FFT-based contribution calculation [11] and contrast-limited equalization [7] are known
methods, but they are important for the proposed algorithm, and are thus briefly reviewed in the
following sections.

3.1. Indicator Array

First, the 2D image is transformed into a 3D indicator array, as depicted in Figure 1. The main
steps are:

• create a 3D array putting a column over every pixel in the 2D image,
• the height of the column equals the number of discrete pixel value levels,
• the cells are filled with zeros, except the ones where the z coordinate of the cell equals the pixel

value in the same (x,y) position in the image.
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Figure 1. Indicator array generation: z coordinates are calculated from the pixel value of the 2D image.
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Using a Dirac function defined in Equation (9), the ID(x, y, z) indicator array is as follows:

δ(a, b) =

{
1, if a = b,
otherwise, 0.

(9)

ID(x, y, z) = δ(I(x, y), z). (10)

3.2. Weighted Contribution

The simplest weighting function is a constant value; this gives global ranking. A limited weighting
function is often used having 1 as the weight for a small area around the selected pixel, and 0 elsewhere.
This weighting function is called a ’window’, and the algorithm is a local histogram equalization.
These histogram calculations can be implemented very efficiently. However, the most general form of
weighting means evaluation of every pixel pair. If the image has n times n pixels, then the asymptotic
complexity of this calculation is O(n4).

There is a special case when the weighting only depends on the distance of the pixel pairs.

W
(

x, x′, y, y′
)
= f (d(x− x′, y− y′)), where (11)

d(x− x′, y− y′) =
√
(x− x′)2 + (y− y′)2. (12)

In this special case, every pixel gives f (r) contribution at distance r.
Only pixels with this z0 intensity value can contribute to a histogram bin z0. These pixels are

recorded in the plane z0 in the indicator array. Due to the translation invariant weights, the weighted
histograms can be calculated convolving the indicator array in the plane z with the weighting function:

H(x, y, z) = ID(x, y, z) ?
x,y

W(x, y). (13)

Convolutions can be efficiently calculated in the Fourier domain using fast Fourier transform
(FFT), and its inverse (iFFT):

f̃ (s, t) = FFTx,y { f (x, y)} , (14)

f (x, y) = iFFTs,t
{

f̃ (s, t)
}

, (15)

H(x, y, z) = iFFTu,v
{

FFTx,y {ID(x, y, z)} · FFTx,y {W(x, y)}
}

. (16)

The result is a 3D array which contains locally weighted histograms along the z-direction for
every corresponding pixel (see Figure 2). For further details, we refer the interested reader to [11].
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Figure 2. Columns in the z-direction contain the weighted histograms for corresponding pixels.
Every pixel has its own local weighted histogram.
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Due to the nature of FFT, it is important to note that we used the ’mirrored image’ boundary
condition, which is a frequently used condition for image boundaries when Fourier methods are used.

3.3. Relative Intensity

We define the relative intensity of a pixel in (x, y) position based on the cumulative distribution
function (CDF) of the local histograms:

intensity(x, y) = CDFx,y( f (x, y)). (17)

This intensity should be converted to a pixel value using a perceptually linear color map.

3.4. Contrast Limit

Contrast-limited adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE) [7] introduced the idea of clipping
histogram peaks and redistributing the clipped area to all histogram bins, as is depicted in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Local histograms might be clipped to reduce noise over-amplification.

In our approach, a radially decreasing weight function yields good locality and avoids halos
due to the large weighting kernel, but it still may over-stretch contrast between similar shades.
Limiting contrast stretching effectively mitigates this issue, and avoids over-amplification of noise.

3.5. Algorithm Summary

The core algorithm can be summarized as follows:

• read data → I0,
• reduce bit depth with dithering → I,
• generate W(r) weight array,
• loop over pixel values (z),

– ID(x, y, z) = δ(I(x, y), z)

∗ use superpixels, if downscaling is required,
– convolve ID in x,y plane with W in order to get H,

• clip H peaks,
• redistribute clipped areas along the z-axis,
• determine local intensity from the local histogram and the original image

– use bilinear interpolation, if superpixels were defined,
• convert the final result from float to integer with Floyd–Steinberg dithering.
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4. Materials and Methods

The results of our proposed algorithm are demonstrated in two ways. First, it has been compared
to 8 different tone mapping operators, Ferradans [24], Drago [22], Durand [19], Fattal [21], Mantiuk
’06 [38] and ’08 [25], and Reinhard ’02 [20] and ’05 [23], using two post-mortem CT examples, a head
and a chest CT. Second, the effects of changes of the algorithm parameters are depicted in two image
montages, using the above-mentioned chest CT and a color photo of a ship, in Figure 4. The purpose
of the ship image is to demonstrate that the algorithm is not specific to CT images. The image is an
RGB image which was transformed to HSV color space [9], and the V component was processed using
256 discretization levels.

The presented CT examples are anonymized post mortem forensic CT images. The data collection
was performed by the Oslo University Hospital, Department of Forensic Sciences, and was approved
by the Attorney General of Norway. Next of kin were informed of the right to opt out from use of data
in research projects. The ship photo was taken by the first author.

The CT image uses Hounsfield units; the pixel value range was −1024, +3069 HU for the chest,
and −1024, +1935 HU for the head CT scan, using 1 HU step. The resolution of the ship image is
1024 × 1024 pixels, while the CT images natively have 512 × 512 pixel resolution.

Figure 4. Harbour in sunset, taken by the first author. The fine details of the deck and the buildings are
hidden in the shadow.

4.1. Evaluation

Three evaluation metrics are used to present our results: the structural part of the tone mapped
image quality index (TMQI) [39], image entropy, and gradient magnitude. TMQI is a metric for
determining image quality of tone mapped images using a high dynamic range original as a reference
image. It correlates the pixels of the original image and the tone mapped image using Pearson
correlation. The correlation is calculated at five different scales, and weighted combination of the
coefficients gives the structural similarity component of the TMQI score. The score should be between
−1 and 1, and the higher value indicates better structural match. Entropy and gradient magnitude are
used as image descriptors. Entropy measures how well the dynamic range is utilized. It gives a high
value when the levels in the dynamic range are uniformly utilized. While entropy measures a global
property of the image, gradient magnitude measures a local one. Gradient magnitude measures the
averaged amount of edges in an image. A higher value indicates more or larger edges, which indicates
more details in the image. Neither entropy nor gradient magnitude determine perceived image quality,
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as they do not take the human visual system into account; however, as a frequently used image, they
can contribute to the characterization of the proposed algorithm.

These descriptors above are used to compare the tone mapping operators to the proposed
algorithm in two cases: a chest CT where the low tissue densities (lungs) are significant, and a
head CT where the medium densities (white and gray matter) play an important role.

The parameters for the algorithms are presented in Table 1. They were selected using a grid-search
algorithm around the recommended parameter settings. The parameter combination was selected
which yielded the highest combined TMQI score for the two CT images. The proposed algorithm has a
relatively wide parameter range where the TMQI score is stable. From this range, a = 1, clip_limit = 6
were selected, as convenient integer parameters.

Table 1. Structural similarity scores from the TMQI algorithm, gradient magnitudes and image
entropies. Bold text indicates the highest score.

Algorithm
Chest CT Head CT Chest CT Head CT Chest CT Head CT

TMQI TMQI grad.mag. grad.mag. Entropy Entropy

Drago 0.904 0.794 0.208 0.202 5.96 5.85
Durand 0.899 0.749 0.212 0.207 6.12 6.18
Fattal 0.971 0.836 0.217 0.202 6.89 6.15

Ferradans 0.916 0.835 0.014 0.019 6.71 7.08
Mantiuk’06 0.918 0.828 0.226 0.231 7.38 7.10
Mantiuk’08 0.976 0.783 0.216 0.207 6.77 6.26
Reinhard’02 0.898 0.803 0.206 0.202 5.81 5.86
Reinhard’05 0.908 0.798 0.208 0.200 6.00 5.80

proposed 0.957 0.949 0.226 0.224 7.03 6.73

Next to the structural similarity, gradient magnitude and image entropy are also reported.
These three quantitative results are presented in Table 2, while the tone mapped images are shown in
Figures 5 and 6.

(a) Ferradans (b) Drago (c) Durand

(d) Fattal (e) Mantiuk’06 (f) Mantiuk’08

Figure 5. Cont.
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(g) Reinhard’02 (h) Reinhard’05 (i) proposed

Figure 5. Tone mapped chest CT scan with eight common operators and the proposed method.
Parameters are summarized in Table 1; a quantitative comparison is presented in Table 2.

(a) Ferradans (b) Drago (c) Durand

(d) Fattal (e) Mantiuk’06 (f) Mantiuk’08

(g) Reinhard’02 (h) Reinhard’05 (i) proposed

Figure 6. Tone mapped head CT scan with eight common operators and the proposed method.
Parameters are summarized in Table 1; a quantitative comparison is presented in Table 2.
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Table 2. Parameter sets for the tone mapping operator.

Algorithm Parameters

Durand σs = 7 σr = 1.5 base contrast = 4
Drago bias = 1.0
Fattal alpha = 0.5 beta = 0.95 saturation = 1 noise = 0.002

Ferradans rho = 0.4 invAlpha = 5.5
Mantiuk’06 scaleFactor = 0.25 saturationFactor = 0.5 detailFactor = 7.0
Mantiuk’08 saturation = 1 contrast enhancement = 4.3
Reinhard’02 key = 0.02 phi = 1.0 no scales used
Reinhard’05 brightness = 7 lightness adapt. = 1 chromatic adapt. = 1

proposed exponent = 1.0 contrast limit = 6

The effect of the two control parameters, the exponent of the power-law, and the contrast limit is
visualized in Figures 7 and 8. Faster decreasing weights further enhance the local features, including
noise. The contrast limit from CLAHE effectively regulates this issue.

Figure 7. The effect of the 1/ra weighting function and clipping. Rows from top to bottom have a = 0.7,
1.0, 1.5, 2.0, respectively, and the clip limits in the columns from left to right are 1, 5, 10 and 20, using
1/N units where N is the number of histogram bins.
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0.7

1.0

1.5

2.0

a=

1 5 10 20clip=

Figure 8. The effect of the 1/ra weighting function and clipping. Rows from top to bottom have a = 0.7,
1.0, 1.5, 2.0, respectively, and the clip limits in the columns from left to right are 1, 5, 10 and 20, using
1/N units where N is the number of histogram bins.

4.2. Implementation

Our algorithm is implemented in Python3.6 [40] using Numpy 1.13.3 [41], Scipy 1.0.1 [42],
and Numba 0.38.0 [43]. For color space transformation, scikits-image 0.14.0 [44] was used. The source
code follows PEP8 [45] recommendations and is part of the supplementary material. Luminance
HDR 2.5.1 [46] was used to generate the reference TMO images, using the Ubuntu 18.04 operating
system. The TMQI score is calculated using the original source code from the authors [39], using
Octave 4.2.2 [47]. All of the custom calculation codes, as well as the example images, are available as a
supplement to the paper.

The calculations were performed on a Dell Latitutde E7440 notebook (Round Rock, TX, USA)
which was equipped with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4600U CPU @ 2.10GHz (Santa Clara, CA, USA),
8GB of DDR3 RAM at 1600MT/s transfer speed. The data was stored on a 240 GB SAMSUNG SSD
PM85 drive (San Jose, CA, USA), using btrfs filesystem. The operating system was Ubuntu 18.04 64bit.
The computation time is dominated by the FFT calculation for which we used the Scipy implementation,
but this part could be replaced with other numerical libraries, or could be executed on GPUs. However,
some constant overhead is inevitable due to disk reading, data conversion, initializations, etc.
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5. Discussion

The main difference between the proposed algorithm and traditional histogram equalization
methods is the power-law-based distance-weighted contribution to the local histograms. LHE and
CLAHE are special cases in our proposed generalized framework with constant spatial weights with
radial cut-off (CLAHE) or without it (HE). While a similar approach is used for other types of weighting
functions, we are not aware of power-law-based weighting. However, power-law was proposed as part
of a generalized cumulation function-based histogram equalization [14]. This method is orthogonal to
our approach because the Fourier series-based convolution approach is used on the intensity axis of
the 3D histogram, while our method uses convolution along the spatial axes.

Many novel histogram-based methods try to modify or prescribe the shape of the local histograms
but leave the spatial part intact. These methods, for instance, the bi-histogram equalization, could be
easily combined with our approach, and therefore, we see these algorithms as complementers.

Traditional TMOs offer dynamic range compression with low noise but good local contrast.
These operators perform well for selected sub-problems, usually either for low densities (lung) or
for high densities (bones). The challenge for these algorithms is to reproduce good local contrast
for medium densities (soft tissues) where the contrast is already low in the source. This situation is
common in head CTs where the soft tissue contrast is poor.

As can be seen in Table 2, the proposed algorithm yields good structural similarity scores.
The structural similarity score is from the TMQI algorithm’s structural similarity part. TMQI was
developed for natural images, and it contains a ’naturalness’ component. This does not seem applicable
to medical images, and we only present the structural score. However, if naturalness was taken into
account, it would not change the conclusions.

A shortcoming of all of the scores, not only TMQI, is that they do not take into account the image
content. Photographic images usually use the whole pixel domain to present information. In CT scans,
information from outside of the human body has a limited role, and pixels outside of the scan field of
view do not contribute to the image quality, but they are present in the DICOM files as zero pixels.
Neither TMQI score nor the tone mapping algorithms take this into account.

Structural similarity is not equally important in all parts of CT scans. It can be argued that
a content-aware structural similarity metric should be developed in the future which takes the
field-of-view and tissue properties into account. We are not aware of such a content-dependent
performance metric for CT images, and it is beyond the scope of this paper to introduce one, but we
recognize this limitation.

TMQI offers structural similarity maps at various resolution levels. Figure 9 shows the finest
resolution structural similarity maps of the different tone mapping operators using the head CT
example. The advantage of the proposed method is that it has better structural similarity for medium
densities, e.g., white and gray matter in the brain, than the alternative methods which mostly perform
well outside of the skull.

(a) Ferradans (b) Drago (c) Durand

Figure 9. Cont.
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(d) Fattal (e) Mantiuk’06 (f) Mantiuk’08

(g) Reinhard’02 (h) Reinhard’05 (i) proposed

Figure 9. Structural similarity map for the head CT example. Brighter shades belong to higher local
structural similarity (white = 1.0, black = 0.0).

5.1. Distance Metric

Equation (12) uses a Euclidian distance metric. Other distance metrics could be also used, e.g.,
Manhattan or maximum distances. Choosing a different distance did not visibly change the example
images, but an image with a lot of directed structures might be sensitive to the distance metric selection.
We always recommend the Euclidian metric because it is rotationally invariant.

The metric has to be invariant to translation, otherwise FFT could not be utilized for an efficient
convolution calculation. While a position-dependent metric could be interesting, it would yield a
much less efficient calculation scheme than the FFT-based convolution.

5.2. Locality and Clipping Limits

The two control parameters strongly affect the quality of the resulting images. However, finding
the right balance can strongly depend on the visualization goal. Higher exponents mean stronger local
contrast enhancement, but can also enhance noise. The contrast limit works against the distortions,
but also limits the achievable feature amplification. Two image grids in Figures 7 and 8 demonstrate
these issues.

The parameter sensitivity of the algorithm is an important question. The TMQI structural
similarity score is depicted in Figure 10 as the function of the exponent and the clip limit. There is a
central region where the TMQI score is relatively stable and any parameter pair from this range is
a reasonably good choice, e.g., a = 1.0, clip_limit = 5 seems to be a good starting point. As will be
discussed in the Optimization section, the calculation can be sped up without sacrificing the image
quality too much. With lower precision calculations, the parameter space is quickly discoverable.
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(a) chest CT parameter sensitivity (b) head CT parameter sensitivity

Figure 10. Parameter sensitivity of the algorithm for (a) the chest CT, and (b) the head CT image.

5.3. Edge Enhancement and Auto-Leveling

As was mentioned in Equation (7), base-detail layer separation is a frequent approach. Edges
could be separated from the image, and added back to the compressed image. However, this technique
is applicable to all tone mapping approaches. Such edge enhancement was not applied for the reference
operators, and, for the sake of fair comparison, the proposed method does not contain such edge
enhancement either. Similarly, auto-leveling, a method which slightly stretches image contrast, was not
applied in the traditional TMOs or in our proposed method.

5.4. Asymptotic Complexity

Asymptotic complexity is dominated by the calculation of the weighted histogram array.
Calculating weights directly between pixel pairs has a complexity of O(n4).

Creating the indicator array is proportional to the number of pixels: O(n2). Fast Fourier Transform
of a n · n array requires two one-dimensional FFTs for every line (n), and the cost of one line’s transform
is O(n log n). The number of 2D arrays is proportional to the number of different pixel-value levels
(m). Taking all of these into account, the asymptotic complexity is:

O(2m · n2 log n). (18)

As long as 2m < n2/ log n, this is a faster approach than weights taken directly from pixel pairs.
This condition is easily met for traditional photographs which usually have n > 1000 pixels for image
width and height while the number of discrete levels is usually between 256 and 1024. In some medical
applications, the image resolution is lower, while the number of levels is higher. For instance, computed
tomography usually has images with 512 × 512 pixels with 4096 different quantization levels.

Color images are usually processed in an 8- or 10-bit discretized brightness, lightness or value
channel, but conversion from another color space with a large dynamic range might yield a huge
number of levels, e.g., directly processing RAW data from digital cameras. A huge number of discrete
levels might render the approach non-beneficial, or would require approximations, as is explained
later in Section 6.

5.5. Memory Consumption

Similar to the O notation, we use S for space complexity.
Convolution-based calculation produces the whole histogram array at once before it could be

used for further calculation. This means S(m · n2) space complexity.
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However, local histograms could be calculated directly using the pairwise weight calculation.
This approach only needs to store one local histogram (S(m)) the input image and the output
image (S(n2)).

This means that there is a trade-off between space complexity and time complexity.
The convolution-based algorithm has better asymptotic time complexity but an order of magnitude
worse space complexity than the direct pairwise method.

6. Optimization

There are two easy ways to optimize performance. First, the number of shades can be effectively
reduced. Locally, the only factor taken into account for a single pixel is the weighted number of pixels
which have lower or higher values than the current given pixel. The number of shades could be
reduced significantly without a noticeable difference in the output, if the values are binned with error
diffusion, also known as dithering. When the local histograms are ready, the final intensities should be
calculated using linear interpolation between the discretization levels. Usual histogram processing
methods are not sensitive to a large amount of gray levels, and this dithered downsampling of the
histogram has not been used before, to the best of our knowledge. Dithering is also used after the tone
mapping in order to decorrelate the discretization error. Both dithering steps use the Floyd–Steinberg
algorithm [48].

Another optimization possibility is to downsample the image during the histogram calculation,
and perform the tone mapping using the downsampled histogram. Technically, this means a histogram
column gets a contribution from several image pixels. No pixel data is lost during this downsampling,
but the spatial resolution of the histogram array is decreased. This interpolation technique is mentioned
in [11]. These histograms can be bilinearly interpolated for any interior point when it is required for
the tone mapping.

Both spatial downsampling and dithering build on the fact that important features in the images
usually have a larger area than a few pixels, and the local histograms do not change too fast; therefore,
the 3D histogram can be approximated well with one which has reduced resolution along all axes.
As long as these assumptions are valid, the tone mapping can approximately linearly speed up with
downsampling in terms of the number of pixels and/or shades. Memory consumption scales down
in a similar manner. The effect of the techniques can be seen in Figures 11 and 12 for dithering and
downscaling, respectively. Note that the downscaling is meant for each axis. For instance, a 64×
downsample means only eight samples along each axis, and 64 samples in total for a CT image with
512 × 512 pixels.

In both cases, the linear interpolation makes the approximation robust, which to a certain extent
can compensate for the downsampling error, both in spatial and in color space. In exchange for
precision loss, the computation time could be greatly reduced, as is shown in Figure 13. The execution
time (t) is approximately linear in the number of pixels and in the discretizaton levels (D), not counting
a small constant overhead (O). The number of pixels is inversely proportional to the square of the
downscaling factor(x):

t ≈ O + c
D
x2 , (19)

where c is a constant. The same result could be derived from Equation (18), with the log n ≈
constant approximation.
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(a) 2048 levels, S = 0.957 (b) 512 levels, S = 0.956 (c) 256 levels, S = 0.956

(d) 128 levels, S = 0.952 (e) 64 levels, S = 0.954 (f) 16 levels, S = 0.869

Figure 11. Calculating the histograms using a decreasing number of discretization levels. While quality
slightly degrades after a while, the linear interpolation and dithering make the algorithm robust. TMQI
structural similarity slowly decreases as the approximation becomes coarser.

(a) original resolution, S = 0.957 (b) 2× downsampled, S = 0.957 (c) 4× downsampled, S = 0.957

(d) 8× downsampled, S = 0.957 (e) 16× downsampled, S = 0.958 (f) 64× downsampled, S = 0.960

Figure 12. Calculating the histograms using spatial downsampling along each axis. Even significant
downsampling does not cause very visible artefacts, which is also reflected in the TMQI score. However,
local differences might appear, e.g., compare the middle region of the left lung in (a) and (f).
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Figure 13. Approximate execution time scales with the number of pixels and the number of
discretization levels plus a constant overhead because of data pre- and post-processing.

7. Conclusions

Our proposed method yields good local contrast for CT images while maintaining a similar
image structure to the reference CT image. This could contribute to improving the visualization of
pathologies. The proposed method performs well in terms of structural similarity compared to popular
tone mapping algorithms. The computation cost can be effectively reduced with approximations.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available at http://www.mdpi.com/1999-4893/11/8/111/,
algorithm source code.
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Abstract: Discretized image signals might have a lower dynamic range than the display. Because
of this, false contours might appear when the image has the same pixel value for a larger region
and the distance between pixel levels reaches the noticeable difference threshold. There have been
several methods aimed at approximating the high bit depth of the original signal. Our method
models a region with a bended plate model, which leads to the biharmonic equation. This method
addresses several new aspects: the reconstruction of non-continuous regions when foreground objects
split the area into separate regions; the incorporation of confidence about pixel levels, making the
model tunable; and the method gives a physics-inspired way to handle local maximal/minimal
regions. The solution of the biharmonic equation yields a smooth high-order signal approximation
and handles the local maxima/minima problems.

Keywords: de-quantization; false contour removal; bit depth enhancement; biharmonic equation;
partial differential equations

1. Introduction

Digital images are quantized signals, and quantization introduces quantization error.
De-quantization approximates the original signal based on the digital samples. Most of the time,
the intensities in the pixels of the digital images are represented with integer values in the range
of [0, 2n − 1], where n is called the bit depth. Low bit depth images have fewer levels than the
display which is used for presentation. De-quantization aims to decrease artifacts originating from the
quantization process. Bit-depth extension or enhancement are also used to describe de-quantization.

One of the most disturbing artifacts of low bit depth images is the appearance of false contours.
For instance, a sunset photo shows a large sky area, but the low number of available shades leads
to large homogeneous regions, and a disturbing contour appears at the border between two regions
(see Figure 1).

There are several ways to mitigate the problem. Dithering [1] was invented to de-correlate
quantization error with the original signal. This is a very effective technique, and is still widely used.

Another class of low bit depth images were created using limited precision analog-to-digital
converters and sensors, which has led to rounding or truncation. A large amount of old content exists
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in such low bit depth format where a high quality source is not available, and the only way to improve
quality is de-quantization and bit depth expansion.

Theoretically, both dithered and non-dithered images could be subjected to bit depth expansion,
but the number of possible dithering methods is infinite, and every dithering method would require
a dedicated algorithm. Most papers, including the present one, focus on non-dithered, truncated,
or rounded images.

Figure 1. Example of non-continuous regions. The sky exhibits strong false contours, and the foreground
ship partitions the sky into several regions. The photo was taken by the first author.

2. Related Work

Consider an image that is discretized using n bits. Any value between two discrete levels is
rounded. The rounding strategy can be the nearest integer, or the nearest “smaller/larger than the
signal” integer. In both cases, the original signal ( foriginal) is rounded to a discretized signal (g).
The difference ( foriginal − g) is the lost information which is the target of the recovery operation . Using
theR rounding operator and x, y spatial coordinates, the problem is as follows:

g(x, y) = R
{

foriginal(x, y).
}

(1)

The lost signal must remain within certain limits. If the rounding operator is “rounding to the
nearest integer”, then the limit is ±0.5 unit, but it could also be “rounding down” or other operators.
The general formulation is:

lower limit ≤ foriginal(x, y)− g(x, y). ≤ upper limit (2)

What is the f (x, y) approximation that makes the recovered signal the most plausible,
most appealing?

foriginal(x, y) ≈ f (x, y). (3)

Early strategies utilized blurring for false contour removal. For instance, Nishihara and Keda [2]
used random blurring. Blurring and exploitation of the human visual system’s properties remained a
research interest, and led to low- and high-frequency separation techniques and adaptive cancellation,
as reviewed by Daly and Feng [3]. The most challenging issue with this approach is the fact that
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blurring might also affect real edges. The separation of false contours from real edges is a very difficult
problem on its own.

The most recent approaches describe the false contour removal as a pure mathematical
de-quantization challenge, and they do not aim to model the human visual system. Cheng’s
algorithm [4] uses flooding-based downward/upward distance maps to calculate step ratio and
linearly interpolate. This method achieves very nice results for gradients, but fails to recover the local
maximal/minimal (LMM) regions.

Wan et al. [5] developed a content-adaptive method using a virtual skeleton marking (VSM)
model which transforms the 2D extrapolation problem into a 1D interpolation, but it is still based
on linear interpolation. In a follow-up paper [6], a spatially varying sparsity-based de-quantization
method was published, based on the observation that the second derivatives are positive/negative
in the LMM regions and approximately zero in the other regions. The derived model is a Thikonov
regularization-based anisotropic total variation minimization problem.

A similar approach was used by Ouyang [7], who developed a bounded interval regularization
method, where the recovered signal must remain within limits, which is enforced with a penalty term
outside limits. The algorithm in the allowed interval minimizes an energy function, which is quadratic
in absolute value of the gradient (|∇ f |2). This formulation is equivalent to a bounded Laplace problem,
where internal points (not exceeding the limits) satisfy the Laplace equation:

∆ f (x, y) = 0. (4)

This partial differential equation approach has several advantages, including the possibility of
handling non-uniform quantization levels. However, it fails to reconstruct LMM regions, and perceived
smoothness of the image might be low when the original signal’s second derivative is significantly
different from zero.

Wan et al. [8] developed an AC/DC separation model with maximum a posteriori AC estimation,
where DC denotes the mean of the signal, and AC is the difference of the original signal and the DC
component. They viewed the problem from a minimum mean square error perspective, and used a
graph smoothness prior. The method works on blocks, where overlapping blocks are used to minimize
artifacts at the edges.

3. Problem Statement

Partial differential equation-based signal de-quantization is a very appealing approach, but we
identified the following areas where the previous approaches could be improved:

• non-continuous regions,
• incorporation of available additional information into the model,
• higher-order signal approximation for non-LMM regions.

Non-continuous regions appear when a foreground object splits the background into segments.
Each segment belongs to the same underlying object (e.g., sky), and the false contours should be
removed from all segments. The segments should match as if there was no foreground. See Figure 1
for an example.

The incorporation of available information means that sometimes additional information can
be used to get a better approximation. Consider the following example: ski trails in white snow
or a thin rope in a sunset have low contrast, and the difference between the foreground object and
background might be just one discretization level. In these cases, it is very important to keep these
edges, and removing them would degrade the impression of the images.

Finally, low-order signal approximation for medium intensities might cause a second-order false
contour. By second-order, we mean that the intensity change is continuous, but the first derivative has
a discontinuity and the observer might detect a break in the pace of lightness change.
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4. Material and Methods

4.1. Plate Bending Model

The solution of the Laplace equation is similar to a stretched rubber plane, which has no stiffness.
This is obviously a smooth solution, but it is also known that the solution always takes maximum
value at the borders.

Reconstructing the LMM regions would be possible if the gradients from internal regions would
be smoothly continued in the LMM regions, like a bended beam continues after the points were
external forces bends the beam. This observation inspired a linear elasticity-based [9] approach:

• The signal is modeled as a thin plate.
• The maximum and minimum allowed values deform this plane.
• The stationary solution gives the approximation of the signal.

One simple model is the pure bending model, which can be described with the biharmonic
equation:

∆2 f (x, y) =
δ4 f
δx4 +

δ4 f
δy4 + 2

δ2 f
δx2

δ2 f
δy2 = 0. (5)

4.2. Boundary Conditions

The quantization error of the signal can be taken into account with an upper (U) and lower
envelope (L). The original signal cannot be larger than the upper envelope, and cannot be smaller than
the lower envelope:

L(x, y) ≤ f (x, y) ≤ U(x, y). (6)

The distance between the envelopes does not have to be constant. If there is a priori knowledge
about the signal, or the quantization levels are uneven, then appropriately chosen envelopes could
take care of this problem. For instance, if the two envelopes touch each other, then it is equivalent with
a Dirichlet boundary condition.

Numerical solution becomes much more tractable if mirrored periodic boundary conditions are
assumed. This is a frequent assumption which does not limit the generality of the approach. Both “odd”
and “even” mirroring could be used. In our examples, we used “odd” mirroring, which subtracts the
reflected values two times from the edge value. Odd mirroring is depicted in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Two dimensional simplified example of mirrored periodic boundary conditions. The image
is represented as a red P, and its edges are outlined with a black line. The reflected signals are in black.

Non-Continuous Regions

The envelopes should only be defined for the regions of interest. In irrelevant regions,
the envelopes should take maximum/minimum allowed values. Using the plate analogy, supporting
points (defined envelope values) can bend the plate. In irrelevant regions there is no external force;
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the plate is continuous as the biharmonic equation governs it. We use a binary mask to define regions
which should not be processed and where the envelope limits should be removed. After solving the
the numerical problem, these regions are kept intact from the low-resolution input image.

4.3. Numerical Solution

The non-continuous regions and the additional information is taken into account through the
upper–lower limits, and the higher-order smoothness is guaranteed by the biharmonic equation.

A straightforward solution can be implemented using finite differences schemes with a gradient
descent method. However, a clipping step is required after every iteration step: if a value is lower
than the lower envelope in the given point, or higher than the upper envelope, then approximation is
set to be equal with the corresponding envelope. Laplace and biharmonic equations are part of the
polyharmonic equations, and they can be described with similar equations where the difference is the
order (p) of the Laplace-operator, which is 1 for Laplace and 2 for biharmonic operator. The gradient
for time step is as follows:

d f (x, y)
dt

= ∆p f (x, y). (7)

While initially the solution function ( f ) does not satisfy the Laplace/biharmonic equations,
evolving it with small time steps converges it to the solution. In this formulation, the solution of the
problem is f (x, y, t) in t→ inf limit.

During the discretization of the partial differential equations, we assume that the pixel sizes are
equal in both dimensions, and the lowest-order central difference schemes are satisfactory for the
numerical solution. With these assumptions, we use the following stencils approximating the Laplace
and biharmonic operators:

∆→
0 1 0
1 −4 1
0 1 0

(8)

∆2 →

0 0 1 0 0
0 2 −8 2 0
1 −8 20 −8 1
0 2 −8 2 0
0 0 1 0 0

(9)

These stencils can be used everywhere in the image, including the edges, due to the periodic
boundary conditions.

The convergence rate of this method is slow. Reducing execution time, the implementation uses a
multi-grid approach where one level means a factor of 2 change in sampling points along an axis. First,
both the envelopes and the initial image is downscaled. The image pixels take the average value of the
higher-resolution pixels, the lower envelope takes the minimum of the higher-resolution envelope,
and the upper envelope takes their maximum. This lower-resolution problem is solved first. When the
approximation reaches convergence, a bicubic resampling is used to upscale the approximate solution,
which serves as input for the next level. The pseudo-code of the iteration scheme is as follows:

1, load initial image.

2, if the smallest edge is longer than 31 pixels and divisible with two:

2a, downsample the problem with factor of 2:

• lower-envelope: minimum of grid points
• upper-envelope: maximum of grid points
• image: average of grid points
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2b, solve the problem (jump to step 1)
2c, upscale the solution with a factor of two using bicubic interpolation
2d, use the upscaled image as initial image for the next step

3, calculate gradient for the time step
4, update the image
5, clip the image if it exceeds limits (envelopes)
6, continue with Step 3 if iteration number is less than specified
7, return the image to higher level or as final solution

Alternatively, any other de-quantization method could be used as an initial input instead of Steps
2a–2d, and the algorithm should converge to the same solution.

5. Results

One-dimensional comparison can be seen in Figure 3 for demonstration purposes. The Laplace
solution cuts the top and bottom of the dynamic range, while a higher-order solution allows overshoot
and reconstructs values in the LMM regions.
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pixel index
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Figure 3. Discretized signal samples with upper and lower limits for the possible original function
values. The minimized squared gradient magnitude (Laplace problem) assumption leads to a piecewise
linear solution (red), while minimizing the bending energy or mean curvature leads to a higher-order
smooth solution (blue).

Figure 4 shows two signals: a Gaussian and a Rosenbrock function [10]. The Gaussian does not
have saddle points, while the Rosenbrock function is a frequently used test function in optimization
due to its saddle-like shape with a relatively flat valley in the middle. The sub-figures show the
high-bit-depth original, the reduced-bit-depth version, and the Laplace-reconstructed and biharmonic
reconstructed solutions. The advantages of the higher-order approximation are obvious in the figure:
the maximal region is smoothly recovered, and there is no second-order false contour.

Table 1 compares peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) [11], normalized root mean square error
(NRMSE), and structural similarity index (SSIM) [12] for a few selected (2, 3, 5) bit depths of
Gaussian and Rosenbrock images extended with zero padding, Laplacian method, and with the
proposed method.

Finally, an image of the night sky with the moon meant to demonstrate masking was used. When
multiple objects were present in the scene, then the transitions led to overshoots. It is expected that
the bended plate tries to keep its shape at the edges. However, if the image were segmented into
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parts, then reconstruction might be applied partially, ignoring highly textured areas. Similarly, if the
neighboring pixels differ in more than one discretization unit, then it can be assumed that they belong
to different image components, and the assumption about signal smoothness does not hold. For an
example, see the moon in Figure 5. If these regions (moon and sky) were not handled separately,
then due to the stiffness of the plate in the model, the moon would generate a halo around itself.
The synthetic examples were generated and the photo was taken by the first author.

Figure 4. Top row: Gaussian function; Bottom row: Rosenbrock function. From left to right: 8-bit
reference image, downscaled 2-bit image, Laplace reconstruction, and biharmonic reconstruction.

Table 1. Reconstruction of Gaussian and Rosenbrock functions evaluated with peak signal to noise
ratio (PSNR), normalized root mean square error (NRMSE), and structural similarity index (SSIM)
metrics. While at high bit depths both Laplace and biharmonic produced good results, at lower bit
depth the biharmonic model had a significant advantage in all metrics.

Function Bit Depth Method NRMSE PSNR SSIM

Gaussian 2 zero pad 0.3252 17.0239 0.4174
Gaussian 2 Laplace 0.3362 16.7344 0.4661
Gaussian 2 biharmonic 0.0713 30.2044 0.9462
Gaussian 3 zero pad 0.1618 23.0882 0.7585
Gaussian 3 Laplace 0.1535 23.5467 0.8187
Gaussian 3 biharmonic 0.1169 25.9098 0.8877
Gaussian 5 zero pad 0.0383 35.6112 0.9831
Gaussian 5 Laplace 0.0308 37.4985 0.9918
Gaussian 5 biharmonic 0.0371 35.8821 0.9885
Rosenbrock 2 zero pad 0.4011 19.3146 0.3118
Rosenbrock 2 Laplace 0.4457 18.3993 0.3855
Rosenbrock 2 biharmonic 0.2315 24.0895 0.8097
Rosenbrock 3 zero pad 0.2194 24.5547 0.5317
Rosenbrock 3 Laplace 0.2646 22.9290 0.4988
Rosenbrock 3 biharmonic 0.1520 27.7415 0.8251
Rosenbrock 5 zero pad 0.0561 36.4029 0.8999
Rosenbrock 5 Laplace 0.0721 34.2228 0.8555
Rosenbrock 5 biharmonic 0.0681 34.7163 0.9319
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Figure 5. Reconstruction of night sky. Top row from left to right: original 8-bit image, mask for
region of interest, 2-bit quantization. Bottom row from left to right: Laplace reconstruction with mask,
biharmonic reconstruction solving inside the mask only, biharmonic reconstruction where the masked
values were added back.

6. Discussion

One advantage of the biharmonic model is that it yields smooth surfaces. On the other hand,
the bending model has an issue: it tries to continue the surface. This is very useful for large, related,
but disconnected regions, but it leads to inferior image quality at the border of two different regions
(e.g., hair and skin). This is easily understandable from the plate analogy. This is the trade-off for the
handling of unconnected regions and higher-order approximation.

This could be mitigated with carefully chosen image masks where large flat regions are marked for
reconstruction but textured regions should be left intact. For instance, the neighboring regions cannot
have more than 1 unit difference, otherwise the difference does not originate from quantization error.

Note that limited applicability is a general phenomenon. The binary image is an extreme form of
low-bit-depth images. The Laplace algorithm, Cheng’s algorithm, and the proposed algorithm would
assign a single value to every pixel in a binary image. This happens because the extreme conditions
violate (implicit) model assumptions.

6.1. Dither and Noise

Another general challenge for bit depth enhancement is noise and artifacts from dithering.
This affects every method, but more advanced methods tend to use more information from the image.
Unfortunately, this also means higher sensitivity in handling the noise.

In the beginning of the article it was assumed that the image was not subject to dithering. However,
if it was, it could generate serious artifacts: close to an edge, a dithering algorithm would generate
points from both shades. There is a function which fits nicely to this data: a flat surface with equal
distance from both quantization levels. This would lead to an image where there is a flat region in the
neighborhood of the edges, which is exactly the opposite of the original aim. Further away from the
edges, a smooth transition is achieved.

This artifact could be mitigated with relaxed upper and lower envelopes. The original assumption
was that the rounding/flooring of the signal is perfect. Depending on the gradients in the image and the
dithering method, a locally increased range for the allowed values (decreased lower envelope, increased
upper envelope) would allow the algorithm to effectively mitigate dithering artifacts. However,
the cost of this flexibility might be some blurring in neighboring areas. Similarly, noise which exceeds
a quantization level deforms the plate.
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From an algorithmic point of view, masking and relaxing is the same numerical problem, with
two exceptions: in masked out points, the upper and lower envelopes are set to dynamic range limits,
and after the iterative solution, in these points the original low bit depth pixels are used.

Adding a data fidelity term to the original problem, when the sum of the bending energy and
the error term should be minimized, it would transform the problem into a denoising problem.
This seems to be appealing, and modeling the signal as with a bended plate could be beneficial in
some applications, however it does not suit the de-quantization problem. The reason lies in the fact
that minimizing the error term would flatten out the reconstructed signal further from the edges.
Technically, if the fidelity term is too small, it has no effect, and if it has significant effect, it would force
the reconstructed signal to closely follow the flat regions.

Considering these arguments, our recommendation is to locally increase the distance between the
envelopes, or remove the problematic pixels with noise filters or anomaly detection, as discussed in
the next section.

6.2. Cross-Terms

There are previous higher-order polynomial approximations for this problem, but to our
knowledge, the axes are handled individually. For instance, a fourth-order generalization of the
Laplace equation without cross-terms could be an “almost biharmonic” equation where the cross-terms
are downweighted, and while they give some contribution, their effect is much more subtle.

Not connecting the two axis has both advantages and disadvantages. In case of noise, it will not
propagate into the other dimension, and will not generate wave-like patterns, but also smoothness
will be limited. There are at least two ways to find balance between the approaches.

First, a lower-order stretching could be applied. In this approach, not only the plate bending
energy should be minimized, which leads to the biharmonic equation, but an extra energy term which
is proportional with the surface area. Applying this second energy term would lead to the Laplace
equation. However, the sum of the two energies lead to non-trivial solutions, because the surface
minimization tends to generate sharp edges at the border LMM regions. The weighting between the
two energy terms could be chosen based on the application.

Second, anomalous points could be detected. The main idea is as follows: If the reconstructed
function has extrema at a given point, and this point also lies at the border of two regions in the
low-bit-depth image, then this originates from noise. The reason is simple. If a large smooth region has
extrema, it is unlikely that it will be exactly on the edge of the borders. Therefore, this point should
be masked. However, if the point was in fact a real extrema, removing it would not significantly
change the image, because the rest of the points should still produce continuous smooth surface,
and this process would regenerate the extrema, even without the control point. This process can be
iteratively performed until all the anomalous points are taken care of. Actually, this approach can
applied axis-by-axis, which can take care of possible ringing at edges. The main disadvantage of this
approach is its time-consuming nature due to the iterations.

Third, alternative elasticity models could also be used. Referring to the literature, solving the
biharmonic equation minimizes the mean curvature (B) [13] of a surface. Using principal curvatures
(κ1, κ2), the mean curvature is as follows:

B = (κ1 + κ2)
2. (10)

An alternative approach could be minimizing the total curvature (T) [13]:

T = κ2
1 + κ2

2. (11)

This is equivalent to minimizing the thin plate energy functional. The biharmonic model
is permissive towards saddle points, while the thin plate model prefers surfaces which can be
approximated locally with a spherical surface.
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The benefits of having higher-order plate-like approximation, having more traditional spline
approximation, or a combined Laplace–biharmonic model depends on the content—especially on the
structuredness, noise, and presence of saddle-like areas. From an application point of view, if similar
high-resolution content exists, a simulated degradation–reconstruction process could be used to select
the best solution from the aforementioned options in order to maximize a chosen metric, or to maximize
observers’ opinion score.

6.3. Mask Generation

Mask generation is a segmentation problem that is a big field on its own. Depending on the input
image, even a simple strategy could work. False contours are only perceivable if the affected area is
large enough, which means that the signal changes slowly locally. In this case, the quantized signal
can change only one discretization level in a single step. If it changes more, then the edge belongs to
an object border. However, if the difference between separate objects is only one discretization level,
then this approach fails, and more sophisticated algorithms would be required (e.g., binary images).
The mask in the example is hand-generated.

6.4. Advantages and Limitations

As far as we know, other approaches have not tried to recover signals in non-continuous regions.
Our masking approach has the potential to handle such situations, but it requires a mask. Identifying
which sub-regions should be handled together is a segmentation problem, and it is outside of the scope
of this paper.

Does a single-pixel LMM region carry real information, or is it noise? The Laplace model
effectively removes LMM regions (see the examples in [7]), and higher-order approximations (spline,
biharmonic) try to take these points into account. If the pixel contains noise, these higher-order
methods, including the proposed method, reconstruct a false local peak. On the other hand, if the data
do not originate from noise, these methods better reconstruct the signal in the LMM region. In this
case, the proposed model handles saddle points well, and yields good results for very low bit depths
(2–3 bits).

The biharmonic equation is based on a simple linear elasticity model [9], where the bending
energy should be minimal. This model assumes constant stiffness. It is easy to generalize this model
to more general elastic models. However, the biharmonic model is high enough order for achieving
smooth results but simple enough in terms of parameters, while applying statistical models [8] requires
assumption about the signal distribution, and using neural networks [14] requires representative
training data.

Handling non-equidistant discretization levels is trivial in the proposed model—only the upper
and lower envelopes are needed to set appropriately.

In term of computational time, the proposed method is slower than many competing methods,
because large flat areas need significant time to converge, and the convergence is also affected
by the cross-terms. The Laplace method converges faster, and the Laplace operator can be more
efficiently calculated than the biharmonic. However, elastic problems have been studied for a long
time, and optimized solvers were developed to handle them [15], which means that even more
generalized models would be tractable.

While the proposed method requires both masking and long computation until it achieves
convergence, it processes the whole image. Many algorithms use block-based processing [8], which
requires overlapping blocks in order to avoid artifacts, or try to detect the false contours, and operate
around the contours [2,14]. Using blocks and/or the neighborhood of the false contours becomes a
limitation at extremely low bit depths (2–3 bits), where processing blocks are smaller than the distance
between the contours.
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7. Implementation

Our algorithm is implemented in Python3.6 [16] using Numpy 1.13.3 [17], Scipy 1.0.1 [18],
and Numba 0.38.0 [19]. The source code follows PEP8 [20] recommendations, and it is part of the
supplemental material. All of the custom calculation codes and example images are available as a
supplement to the paper.

8. Conclusions and Future Directions

Our proposed method based on the bending of deformable plates gives an intuitive way to
handle non-continuous regions, and allows the incorporation of extra information into the model
while ensuring a high-order signal approximation. To our knowledge, this is the first algorithm with
such properties for the de-quantization problem.

Several questions remain open for future research. Mask generation requires the separation of
foreground–background objects. It is a research area on its own, and low-bit-depth input makes it
even more challenging.

Using biharmonic, Laplace, or other differential equations assumes an energy-like functional to be
minimized. These are derived from physical assumptions such as minimal surface or minimal bending
energy. The biharmonic equation is one of the simplest models in elasticity, with location-independent
“stiffness”. Total curvature minimization was mentioned as an alternative approach. More advanced
physical models [9] (e.g., location-dependent elastic properties) could take further parameters into
account. In general, elastic problems are most frequently solved with finite element methods. Solving
these advanced models would require more computational power, and choosing the local parameters
might be challenging.

If more advanced models are not derived from physical analogies, then machine learning could
be used to learn signal properties. Normal images and their simulated down-quantized version could
be used as training samples, similar to the super-resolution problem where this approach is already
used [21], or to detect false contours [14] for later processing.

Finally, temporal consistency and high-throughput processing become interesting research
questions when de-quantization is applied to video sources [22,23].
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